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JUSTICE chair resigns
Ti rn Brainard resigned as co-chair of the
JUSTICE commi ttee at Tuesday's Student
Union meeting, because he said he allowed
i njusticessurrou nding Novem bcr's national
convention in San Francisco tO be committed by his fellow JCU
delegates.
In his speech, he said
another JCU delegate
falsely claimed, in a
campaign speech at the
convention, to be his
class treasurer who was
responsible for reversing
theSU'sbudgetwoes. He
also said the delegate
claimed that the volunteer group Project Gold
was a wing of JUSTICE Tim Brainard
(Jesuit University and
College Students Concerned with Em powerment), which it is not.
Brainard la ter \dent ified th1s delegate as

Bee herer was elected director of finance
and development of the national committee, after his speech.
The budget turnaround which Brainard
said Becherer took credit for was the$21,000
Studem Union deficit for the 94-95 fiscal
year. lnordertocorrect the problem, theSU
took a budget cut for the 1995-96 school
year and reversed the deficit.
On Sept 9, 1995, Prest
dentjohn Cranley told the
Carroll New that the SU
budget problem was corrected . At that p01nt,
Becherer was not yet an
elected off tcial , so he
would not have altered the
budget.
Brainard satd another
reason he resigned was
that the selection proces:.
rodecidewhowouldgoon
the trip was violated when SU Prestdent
Doralicc Tavolano purchased four non-refundable plane tickets w1th names already

junior class treasurer.
Dave Be nder, a student at Xavier University, was present at the convention and listened to Becherer's campaign speech to become the national group's director of finance and development.
"What impressed me was thatiBechererl
said hewasjuniorclasstreasurerand turned
a large deficit into an excess," Bender said.
"To me, that blew away the competition."

Tavolario satd that she purcha d the
uckets in the summer with names already
on them, because if shed id not, prices could
have increased.
Tavolario said the names on the tickets
could still have been changed, though.
Immediately following Brainard's resignation speech, Senior Class Senator Erin
O'Brien said, "I'm reallydisturbed about the
see JUSTICE, page 3

Gina Girardot
Tom O'Konowltz
The Carroll News

Tom O'Konowitz
Assistant News Editor

The Safer ides program is tentativelycancellcd for next semester, said co-chair Lisa
Viscusi at Tuesday's Student Union meeting.
She sa id that it is being cancelled by Rev.
Richard P Salmi, Sj., vice president of student affairs, because of liability reasons and
the fact that he is personally against the
program.
"Drivers are covered Iby JCU insurance]
for accidents," she said. "The liability is
with the possibilityof someonegettingsick
or fightin" in the van."
Co-chair Amy Kerner said that Salmi
;~\ so felt the program gave students an excuse to get drunk. She said that she disagreed with that , and Saferidesserves valu;~ble purposes.
Saferides has picked up students in the
Cleveland Heights and University Heights
areas, and brought them back to campus
Thursday through Saturday nights from 10
p.m to 2 a.m. for the past six years, according to Kerner.
She said three volunteers each night operate the program, and she cannot rem emher a night no one used 1t.
"It 's finally catching on," Kerner said. "I
don't think it can just be cancelled without
Nher alternatives."
Viscusi also spoke positively of the program
"I think Saferidesisagood thing because
It lowers the possibility of a student bemg
harmed or I ' lied bydrunkdriving,"Vtscusi
s;~id. "It a \so lets students serve their fellow
students"
She added that Saferides is not only for
students who go out and get drunk. "It's
;llso lor people in uncomfortable situations,
sot hey can be sure someone will be there to
come and get them," Viscusi said.
She said that Salmi agreed to discuss
pc>-sihly changing the format of Safendes
and hnnging it back next semester. A com-

mittee is bemg formed and will meet with
Salmi next semester to create possible options.
Kerner said that other universities provide similar services to their students, and
thatjCU is a member of the national Group

see SAFERIDES, page 3

Christmas formal has largest turnout ever
carrots and cheesecake for dessert.
The food was good, said Weidaw. iT he
Staff Reporter
catering service] was short-staffed by one
About880peopleattendedjohnCarroll's
person, so there were 10 tables that were a
Christmas formal last weekend , according
little
slow at receiving their food , but everyto senior Elizabeth Shephard, co-chairperone
did
receive their dinner"
son of the event.
Shephard said she thought the dinner
"It was the biggest dance jCU has ever
was okay. "But I think that the dessert was
had," she said.
the best part of it," she said.
"Under the Mistletoe" was held at the
According to Baich, the food was a little
Cleveland Convention Center downtown.
too "spiced-up," and she
Although there was such a trethought there should have
mendous turnout at the
been something more general.
Christmas formal, the build"The dessert looked good
ing proved very accommodatthough, but I didn't have any,"
ing, said Dana Weidaw, cosaid Baich.
chairpersonof theformal. "For
Alcohol did impose some
880 people being there, the
minor
problems at the formal,
dance floor wasn't really inbut they were taken care of
sane."
during the dance, said
Freshman Kristen Baich
Shephard
said the da nee was rea II y neat.
According to Baich, al"Everyone was out there dancthough some people felt the
ing," she said. "Hardly anyone
need to dnnk, she did not. "I
was just sitting around."
didn't drink anything all
According to junior
night, and l still had a good
Bradford Darr,thedancewasa
time," she said. "Drinking is
Juniors Kristina Rus. Danielle Sarver and Anne Kissane were
"good time."
okay if you do it responsibly,
"I thought that it was nice among 880 other John Carroll students and guests at the
but I think that there is a line
and most people seemed like annual Christmas formal. The dance was held last Friday night.
you can cross where it starts
they were having fun," he said.
to
get
out
of
control."
According to Weidaw, she, along with Shephard.
Unfortunately, some of those who atThe dinner at the Christmas formal,
Shephard and Student Union Vice Presitended
the dance did cross the line with
which
was
catered
by
the
Convention
dent Bishoy Mikhail, chose the disc jockey
alcohol,
according to Baich.
Center's
own
catering
service,
consisted
of
for the dance.
see FORMAL, page 3
"I was a little nervous about it because 1 a salad, baked chicken wa hgravy, potatoes,

Jessica Grassman

had never been to a function where he deejayed, but he ended up being great," said
Weidaw.
According to Baich, there was a "good
variety' of music played at the dance. It
wasn't too slow or too fast, she said.
Shephardalsoagreed that the music was
really good.
"I think that he was the best Dj. we've
h:ad for the dance since I've been here," said
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JCU students compete in Model UN
Candice Keenan
Staff Reporter

Baseball team sells Christmas trees
The john Carroll University baseball team is
selling Christmas trees through December 23. The
sale is being held on the university's tennis courts on
South Belvoir Boulevard. Trees can be purchased Monday through Friday from 4 p.m. to8 p.m. and on weekends from ll a.m. to6 p.m. Prices rangefrom $15.00 to
$70.00, and proceeds will benefit the team.
Sophomores host Christmas celebration
The Student Union sophomore class officers
w!ll host a "Sophomore Kind of Christmas Egg Nag
Celebration" tonight, Thursday, Dec.l2 from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the Wolf n' Pot. A piano player will entertam, while hors'dourves. eggnog, non-alcoholic champagne, wassail and cookies will be served.
"I think the sophomores will benefit from this
party because they will hopefully meet new people
and catch up with old friends." sa id Sophomore Class
President Tommy Bryan "It will be a great experience,
and it is an excellent opportunity for them to kick
back and relax after a busy semester."
Students can sell back textbooks
The university bookstore will buy back textbooks next week, December 16-20. Buybacks will take
place from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

Class changes can be made via telephone
john Carroll students can make changes to their
Spring '97 class schedules via the telephone. Students
should have their personal identification numbers
ready when they call. Directions are printed in the
Spring'97 Schedule of Classes booklet.

Welcome Back Week in the making
The Student Union's Special Events committee
announced tenative plans for next semester's Welcome Back Week. Possible events include a trip to The
Bar in the Flats. ajCU night at Arabica and a concert

.

.

Seven of JC U's Political Science
Association members participated
m the Clevela nd National Model
Umted ations Compwnon at
Case Western Reserve University
Nov. 22-24.
Ten universllies from the Ohio
region sent students as representatives to the competition. The
other universities included Kent
State,OhioState,Baldwin Wallace.
Toledo, Youngstown , West Minster,
Cincinnatti, Mount Union and
Case Western Reserve.
According to sophomore Nancy
Berardinelli, president of the Political Science Association, each
student participating in the event
represented a country holding a
seat in the United Nations (UN).
"This is like the real UN." said
Berardinelli. "We act like ambassadors and try to pass resolutions
for a specific topic."
For this competition, students
pamcipated in a historical debate

junior Salwa Altahawi won the Best Overall
award in John Carroll's annual art contest. Results
were recently announced. junior Jeff Kneile was the
winner in the drawing category, and junior Avi Cooper was the winner in the photography category. Senior Karen Thompson was the winner in the painting category, and Debbie Celli won the sculpture category.

Compiled by Cherie Skoczen, news editor, and
Jennifer Klein, staff reporter.

At the ltld of your rope?

Students can spend semester in nation's capital
Denise Glaros
Staff Reporter

Last semester Mike Davis, now
a senior atjCU, traveled to Washington D.C. as an intern for the
United States Information Agency
(USIA). He was part of the Washington Center for Internships Program a tjohn Carroll.
The USIA isaneducational and
diplomatic arm that promotes democracy and human rights .to oa·
The agency did not have the
time or manpower 10 train Davis,
so he was thrust into his job of
being the assistant program development officer from the beginning, he said.
His duties included thespreadi ng of American idea Is through the
writing of articles and recruitment
of specialists rrom academia or
government positions, according
to Davis.
Davis worked close to 40 hours
a week with the USIA. in addition
to performing his class activites
such as attending seminars and
working on portfolio assignments.
As a political science major and
Spanish minor,Davissaid he needs
to distinguish himself when he
ventures into the workforce. The
internship gave him the opportunity to "network," and because he
could gain college credit from the
experience. it was something
worthwhile todo,hesaid.
"D.C. is a phenomenal city, and
to have survived and prospered in
it was incredible," Davis said.
The Washington Center for In -

ternshipsProgram is a non-profit
organization that places interns
in over 1,000 companies or agencies in the Washington , D.C. area.
The program has existed for 20
years, but it began atjCU just last
year. The program is affiliated
with 750collegesnationwide,said
james Reed,ajCU campus liason
for the internship program.

Washington, D.C.
An application can be obtained
by contacting one of the campus
liasons atJCU, either Reed at 3974220 or Martha Mackie at 3974211.
The application needs to be approved by either Reed or Mackie
before it is sent tot he Washington
Center.
As soon as the
applicant ~..,..-----.!
into the pro"D. C.
phenomenal city, cepted
gram, the Center
notifies the person
and have survived and
of the companies
that are reviewing
prospered In It was
his or her application and then he or
Incredible."
shecanchooseasite
which to work.
Mike Davis at
Reed said that most
students are offered
five or six internA Washington Center intern- ships from which to choose. Fiship is a work opportunity set ina nancial aid is available for the inprofessional atmosphere that al- ternships which run during the
lows a student to earn up to 16 fall, spring and summer semesters.
credit hours and is available for
When interns are selected and
students in any major. Usually the process is complete, they arthese internships are unpaid .
rive a week before their actual emReed said internshipsenhance ployment for an orientation and
a person's background and they assimilation with the city, said
are "a tremendous maturing ex- Davis. The interns live in the Virperience" because oft he immense ginia Suites complex , which is less
challenges and responsibilities than a mile from Washington, DC.
Reed said each person who inplaced on the student by the job
Anyf ull-timestudents in their terns has a unique experience. S
junior or senior year who have a ince"Washington runs on interns,"
minimum grade point average of there is a great demand and neces2.5and who have completed some sityforinternshipsfrom the Washcoursework in their rnajors are eli- ington Center for Internships Progible to apply for an internship in gram, he said .
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Brainard leaves JUSTICE JCU to update computer network
continued from page 1
a !legations that were brought up."
She sa1d the SU should look into
the issue.
SU Vice President Bishoy
Mikhail referred the"investigation
to Joe Whalley, co-chairperson of
the student issues committee.
Whalley said the committee will
investigate the issue.
Tavolario said, "The Student
Union will definitely look into
this."
Sophomore Senator Ed Klein
said that if the accusations are
proven to be true, "I would be
forced as a senator and student to

ask for the res1gna tion from the
Student Union [of anyone proven
guilty]."
Tim Brainard was spoken
highly of following his resignation . At the meeting, Mikhail said,
"Tim has been a great member of
the Union, and he has turned
around JUSTICE."
Klein said that Brainard's resignation is a great loss tor he Union
because he had a great voice of
reason.
"I think Tim is a wonderful person and it's a loss to the Student
Uni.on." Tavolario said. "I understand where he is coming from."
Becherer had no comment.

FORMAL

derful Tonight' because it was the
last song 1 danced to and it's my
continued from page 1
favorite," he said.
"As soon as I got to[thedance],
Baich thoughtthat the best part
there was a girl being taken to the of the dance was the initial walkhospital because of alcohol poi- in. "You got a chance to see everysoni ng and some other guy was one and how beautifu l they
throwing up everywhere," said looked." said Baich .
Baich.
According to Weidaw, the
According to Darr, alcohol did downtown location of the Connot present a big problem for him vention Center was nice, but she
at the dance.
would rather see it held elsewhere
"Since it was my roommate's next year.
21st birthday the day of the dance,
"I would really like to see [the
my frien ds and I did drink a lot, Christmas Formal] held in one of
but we never got out of control," the party rooms of a hotel ," she
sa id Darr.
said.
Despite these problems, the
According to Baich, the only
dance went really well , said complaim that she had about the
Weidaw, "I didn't hear anyone
complain while I was there."
According to Darr, although
dancing in a tuxedo was really
uncomfortable. he did enjoy one
dance in particular.
"The best part of the night was
dancing to Eric Clapton's 'Won-

Melinda Janowicz
Staff Reporter

john Carroll University plans
to upgrade irs computer network
with much newer technology
called ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mod}
The $150,000 upgrade will take
place over Chnstmas break.
iT he new computer system is]
a modern up-to-date forward
thinking technology which will
provide faster data around campus," said Richard Valente, executive director of information services.
"The backbonecabli~portion
of the network, which carries data

across campus and connects the
maincomputersystemsanda volume of personal computers together will be upgraded to faster
technology," Valente said.
Valente went on toexplain that
the backbone of the university's
computer cabling network is
much like a highway system. The
freeways connect peopletothecity
much like the backbone connects
computer users to outside computer networks.
"The network will be faster,
morereliableandexpandable with
less problems once we upgrade the
computer system," Valente said. "It
is a better system all the way
around ."

dance was that it should have
started at a Ia ter 1ime.
"The dance seemed long. and
my feet were killing me by the
end," said Baich .
Darr also agreed with Baich
that the dance should be shorter.
"Dancing from 7 p.m. untill
a.m. was too long." Darr said. "I
only have so many moves."
According to Balch, being a
freshman did not present a problem for her at the dance.
"Even though it was primarily
an upper classman dance, l felt
very accepted being a freshman ,"
she said. "People were just out having a good time, and I didn't feel
uncomfortable at all."

The new network is state-ofthe-art, said jim Burke. "lt is right
on thecuttingedgeof technology."
He added that the network gives
the university the ability to expand the capabilities of its system.
The upgrade was proposed last
spring and approved by the
university:S high level executives
early this year. Once the plan was
approved the finance officer set
$150,000 aside from university
revenue for the new system
The upgrade is a plan to provide better computer technology
tojohnCarroll before the old computer system is no longer useful,
said Valente.

Christmas Tree

Good luck, you'll need it.
Really, what

is a

~

Fear n()f buckaroos! (he end Is near!

receive a Superior Award. They
represented the United Kingdom
and Ireland respectively. They
both sa1d that it took a lot of research on the tOpic before the competition. It also required a great
deal of arguing during the evem,
they said.
"It's a game of internationa l
politics,and you get to play it." said
Fine. "You also learn new public
speakingskillswhich are useful in
a career."
The john Carroll team has the
opportunity 10 travel nationally,
said Berardinelli. lnordertotravel,
the team needs more membership
and enough support from the Political Science Association.
A Model Arab League will take
place in the spring and the team
encou rages new members. For
more information on joining the
Cleveland National Model United
Nations,
contact
John
Czerapowicz, moderatOr of the
Political Science Assocation, at
397-4307.

Program offers internships in D.C.

tionsaround th e wor!d,saidDavis.

Art contest winners announced

about the Faukland lslandsc.-isis.
The topic was a critical situation
given to all participants in advance, said sophomore Aaron
Latlikar. This allowed them to
justify the1r positions in ope n debate.
"I started doing this in high
school, was successful! and enjoyed it," said senior Chad Fme.
"You get to involve yourself in a
heated argument, meet different
people and develop long- term rivals from different schools as you
debate again."
The Political Science Association has been in existence for
years, Berardinelli said. However,
this is the first year the association decided to participate in the
competition.
"I want to get my PhD in political science and become a professor," said Latlikar. "This is good
practice to take what we learn in
the classroom and apply it."
Fine and Berardinelli were the
twostudentsfromjohn Carroll to
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Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®

SAFERIDES
continued from page 1
Rides and Designated Drivers program.
At Tuesday's SU meeting.
Viscusi urged students to voice
1heirsupportof Saferides to Salmi.
almi was unavailbaleforcommcnt at press time.
"Even if there's one person in
that van and we save the ir life by
nor making them drink and drive,
I think it's woth it ," said SU Vice
· President Bishoy Mikhail at the
meeting.

Carroll News to read again
until Jan. 23? I know I'm

going insane.
Really though, don't forget about us. We are
still looking for new staff and contributions,
even if we don't have an Issue.

AREHOUSE JREWERY

+
+
The Skiers' Edae invites all JCU students to come
and visit your neighbornooa's newest ski spe~islty
shop. Present your JCl!I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during December.

*30%off any in-line· skates or accessories

Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with J.D .

+

Sava tha b11r attd drtttk a lEAL Mlero
Jnw for ottly •tl
SalldayJnMehtiJS ll*UO
All you ean eat1
Joltt the Cup Club ott fhundav•
Juy one of our logo-ed glasses for •t atld pitts
are •t.OO every fhursday for the 1996-97
year
•1.00 plrlt Is equal -to •1.50 per 1% OIII'IOeS

*Special JCU prices on all Oakley ·sunglasses
K2*Head'*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Cqlumbia*Oakley
Chums'*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Alpina*Vans*Atomic
wer tl plea#
34 71 Fairmount Blvd. .

Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)3 71·6900
5 minutes from Cf111pus

ggz-JREW
gZ16 SI\.S&V lOAV

Evcru Thursday
Free wings
10-12 p.m.
and free pool
9-11 p.m. &
II p.mpool
tables free for
women's teams

AREHOUSE JREWERY
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JCU students compete in Model UN
Candice Keenan
Staff Reporter

Baseball team sells Christmas trees
The John Carroll University baseball team is
selling Christmas trees through December 23. The
sale is being held on the university's tennis courts on
South Belvoir Boulevard. Trees can be purchased Mon day through Friday from 4p.m. to8p.m.and on week ends from 11 a.m . to 6 p.m. Prices range from $15.00 to
$70.00. and proceeds will benefit the team.
Sophomores host Christmas celebration
The Student Union sophomore class officers
will host a "Sophomore Kind of Christmas EggNog
Celebration" tonight, Thursday, Dec.l2 from 7 p.m. to
9 p m. in the Wolf n' Pot A piano player will enterlain, while hors'dourves,egg nog, non -alcoholiccham pagne, wassail and cookies will be served.
"I think the sophomores will benefit from this
party because they will hopefully meet new people
and catch up with old friends," said Sophomore Class
President Tommy Bryan. "!twill be a great experience,
and tt is an excellent opportunity for them to kick
back and relax after a busy semester."
Students can sell back textbooks
The umversity bookstore will buy back textbooks next week, December 16-20. Buy backs will take
place from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Jardine Room .

Class changes can be made via telephone
John Carroll students can make changes to their
Spring '97 class schedules via the telephone. Students
should have their personal identification numbers
ready when they call. Directions are printed in the
Spring'97 Schedule of Classes booklet.

Welcome Back Week in the making
The Student Union's Special Events committee
announced tenative plans for next semester's Welcome Back Week. Possible events include a trip to The
Bar in the Flats, ajCU night at Arabica and a concert
bt~

•

ee is sc e u e to g in on rhe irst day
semester classes,)an. l3, 1997.

Art contest winners announced
junior Salwa Altahawi won the Best Overall
award in John Carroll's annual art contest. Results
were recently announced. junior Jeff Kneile was the
winner in the drawing category, and junior Avi Cooper was the winner in the photography category. Senior Karen Thompson was the winner in the painting category, and Debbie Celli won the sculpture category.

Compiled by Cherie Skoczen, news editor, and
)enniftr Klem, staff reporter.

At 1he 8lld of your rope? ~
~

Seven of jCU's Political Science
Associa tion members participated
in the Cleveland National Model
United Nations Compemion at
Case Western Reserve University
Nov. 22- 24
Ten universities from the Ohio
region sent students as representatives to the compemwn The
other universities included Kent
State, Ohio State, Baldwin Wallace ,
Toledo, Youngstown, WestMinster,
Cincinnatti, Mount Union and
Case Western Reserve.
AccordingtosophomoreNancy
Berardinelli, president of the Political Science Association, each
student participating in the event
represented a country holding a
seat in the United Nations (UN).
' This is like the real UN," said
Berardinelli . ' We act like ambassadors and try to pass resolutions
for a specific topic."
For this competition, students
participated in a historical debate

aboutthe Faukland Islands cr isis.
The topic was a cri tical situation
given to all participants m ad vance, said sophomore Aaron
Latl ikar. Th is allowed them to
justtfy their positions in open de bate.
"I started doing this m high
school, was successfull and enjoyed it," said semor Chad Fine.
"You get to involve yourself in a
heated argument, meet different
people and develop long-term rivals from different schools as you
debate again."
The Pohtical Science Association has been in ex iste nee for
years, Berardinelli said. However,
this is the first year the association decided to participate in the
competition.
"!want to get my PhD in political science and become a professor," said Latlikar. "This is good
practice to take what we learn in
the classroom and apply it."
Fine and Berardinelli were the
twoswdems from john Carroll to

Program offers internships in D.C.
Students can spend semester in nation's capital
Denise Glaros
Staff Reporter

ternships Program is a non-profit
organization that places interns
in over 1,000 companies or agencies in the Washington, D.C. area.
The program has existed for 20
years, but it began atjCU just last
year. The program is affiliated
with 750colleges nationwide, said
james Reed,ajCU campusliason
for the internship program.

Washington, D.C.
An application can be obtained
by contacting one of the campus
liasons atjCU, either Reed at 3974220 or Martha Mackie at 3974211.
The application needs to be approved by either Reed or Mackie
before it is sent to the Washington
Center.
As soon as the

Last semester Mike Davis, now
a senior atjCU, traveled to Washington D.C. as an intern for the
U ni red States In format ion Agency
(USIA). He was part of the Washington Center for Internships Program at john Carroll.
The USIA is an educational and
diplomatic arm that promotes democracy and human rights to naapplteaat .i'"".....
tions a round t he world, said Davis.
cepted into the pro''D.C.
a
phenomenal
city,
The agency did not have the
gram, the Center
time or manpower to train Davis,
notifies the person
so he was thrust into his job of
of the companies
being the assistant program develthat are reviewing
opment officer from the beginhis or her applicaning, he said.
tion and then he or
His duties included the spreadshe can choose a site
i ng of American idea Is through the
at which to work.
Mike Davis
writing of articles and recruitment
Reed said that most
of specialists from academia or
students are offered
government positions, according
five or six internto Davis.
A Washington Center intern- ships from which to choose. FiDavis worked close to 40 hours ship is a workopportunityset in a nancial aid is available for the ina week with the USIA, in addition professional atmosphere that al- ternships which run during the
to performing his class activires lows a student to earn up to 16 fa II, spring and summer semesters.
such as attending seminars and credit hours and is available for
When interns are selected and
working on portfolio assignments. students in any major. Usually the process is complete, they arAs a political science major and these internships are unpaid.
rive a week before theiractualemSpanish minor,Davissaid he needs
Reed said internshipsenhance ployment for an orientation and
to distinguish himself when he a person's background and they assimilation with the city, said
ventures into the workforce. The are "a tremendous maturing ex- Davis. The interns live in the Virinternship gave him the opportu- perience" because of the immense giniaSuitescomplex, which is less
nity to "network," and because he challenges and responsibilities than a mile from Washington, D.C.
could gain college credit from the placed on the student by the job.
Reed said each person who inexperience, it was something
Any full-time students in their terns has a unique experience. S
worthwhile to do, he said.
junior or senior year who have a ince 'Washington runs on interns,"
"D.C. is a phenomenal city, and minimum grade point average of there is a great demand and necesto have survived and prospered in 2.5 and who have completed some sity for internships from the Washit was incredible," Davis said.
coursework in their majors are eli- ington Center for Internships ProThe Washington Center for In- gible to apply for an internship in gram, he said .

is

and to have survived and
prospered In It was
Incredible."

~

ft'3r not buckaroos! The end Is nt'3rl
In one week were outta here!

receive a Super ior Award. They
represented the United Kingdom
and Ireland respectively. They
both said that it took a lot of research on the topic before the competition. lt also required a great
deal of arguing during the event,
they said.
"It's a game of international
politics, and you get to play it," said
Fine. "You also learn new public
speaking skills which are usefulin
a career."
The john Carroll team has the
opportunity to travel nationally,
said Berardinelli.lnordertotravel,
the team needs more membership
and enough support from the Poliucal Science Association.
A Model Arab League will take
place in the spring and the team
encourages new members. For
more information on joining the
Cleveland National Model United
Nations ,
contact
john
Czerapowicz, moderator of the
Political Science Assocation, at
397-4307.

BURGE..B at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.rn.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 20 percent discount with I.D.
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Brainard leaves JUSTICE JCU to update computer network
continued from page 1.
allegations that were brought up."
She said the SU should look into
the issue.
SU Vice President Bishoy
Mikhail referred the'investigation
to joe Wholley,co-chairperson of
the student issues committee
Wholley said the committee will
investigate the issue.
Tavolario said, 'The Studem
Union will definitely look into
this."
Sophomore Senator Ed Klein
said that if the accusations are
proven to be true, 'I would be
forced as a senator and st udent to

FORMAL
continued from page 1.
"As soon aslgot to[thedancel.
there was a girl being taken to the
hospital because of alcohol poiso ning and some other guy was
throwing up everywhere," said
Baich.
According to Darr, alcohol did
not present a big problem for him
at the dance.
"Si nce it was my roommate's
21st birthday the day of the dance,
my friends and I did drink a lot,
but we never got out of control,"
said Darr.
Despite these problems, the
dance went really well, said
Weidaw, "I didn't hear anyone
complam while I was there."
According to Darr, although
dancing in a tuxedo was really
u ncom fonable, he did enjoy one
dance in particular.
' The best part of the night was
dancing to Eric Clapton's 'Won-

SAFER IDES
continued from page 1.
Ridesand Designated Drivers program.
At Tuesday's SU meeting,
Viscusi urged students to voice
theirsupportof Saferides to Salmi
Salmi was unavailbaleforcommcnt at press time .
"Even if there's one person in
that van and we save their life by
1101 making them drink and drive,
I think it's woth it," said SU Vice
·President Bi hoy Mikhail at the
meeting.

ask for the resignation from the
Student Union [of anyone proven
guilty]."
Tim Brainard was spoken
highly of following his resignation . Atthemeeting,Mikhailsaid,
"Tim has been a great member of
the Union, and he has turned

Melinda Janowicz
Staff Reporter

john Carroll University plans
to upgrade its computer network

Klein said that Brainard's resignation is a great loss to the Union
because he had a great voice of
reason.
"I think Tim is a wonderful person , and it's a loss to the Student
Un ion," Tavolario said. "I understand where he is coming from .'
Becherer had no comment.

with much newer technology
called ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mod).
The $150,000 upgrade will take
place over Christmas break.
"!The new computer system is]
a modern up-to-date forward
thinking technology which will
provide faster data around campus," said Richard Valente, executive director of informa tion services.
"The back bone cabling portion
of the network, which carries data

derful Tonight' because it was the
last song l danced to and it's my
favorite," he said.
Baich thought that the best part
of the dance was the initial walkin. "You got a chance to see everyone and how beautiful they
looked ,' said Baich.
According to Weidaw, the
downtown location of the Convention Center was nice, but she
would ra the r see it held elsewhere
next year.
"I would rea11 y like to see [the
Christmas For mall held in one of
the party rooms of a hotel," she
said.
According to Baich, the bnly
complaint that she had about the

dance was that it should have
started at a la ter time.
"The dance seemed long, and
my feet were killing me by the
end," said Baich.
Darr also agreed with Baich
that the dance should be shorter.
"Dancing from 7 p.m. until 1
a.m. was too long," Darr said. "I
only have so many moves."
According to Baich, being a
freshman did not present a problem for her at the dance.
"Even though it was primarily
an upper classman dance, I felt
very accepted being a freshman,"
she said. "People were just out having a good time, and I didn 't feel
uncomfortable at all."

arou~djUSTICE."

across campus and connects the
maincomputersystemsanda volume of personal computers together will be upgraded to faster
technology," Valente said.
Valente went on to explain that
the backbone of the university's
computer cabling network is
much like a highway system. The
freewaysconnect people tot he city
much like the backbone connects
computer users to outside computer networks.
"The network will be faster,
morereltableandexpandablewith
less problems once we upgrade the
computer system," Va lentesa td."It
is a better system all the way
around."

The new network is state-ofthe-art,saidjim Burke. "lt is right
on thecutlingedgeof technology."
He added that the network gives
the university the ability to expand the capabilities of its system.
The upgrade was proposed last
spring and approved by the
umversiry's high level executives
early this year. Once the plan was
approved the finance officer set
$150,000 astde from university
revenue for the new system .
The upgrade is a plan to provide bener computer tech nology
tojohnCarroll before the old computer system is no longer useful,
said Valente.

Christmas Tree

Good luck, you'll need it.
Really, what

.

15

Carroll News to read again
until Jan. 23? I know I'm
going insane.
Really though, don't forget about us. We are
still looking for new staff and contributions,
even if we don't have an issue.

A 25-toot tree stood in the middle of the Atrium this week. For
many, this may have been a reminder that there are only 13
sho
left until Christmas.

AREHOUSE JREWERY
tha b11r atld drltlk a lEAL Mtero
+ Save
Jnw for otliY ttl
JnMeh ...., U:S0-1:10
+ SuMay
All you ca" eat!
The Skiers' EdEJe invites all JCU students to come
and visit your tleighborhooa's newest ski specialty
shop. Fre~nt your JCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during December.

· *30%off any.in-line-skates or accessories

+

Joltl the Cup CIR 011 fhundaya
hy otte of our logo~ed glasses for t1 attd pltrts

are •too t:-~erv fhundav for the 1996~97
year

•t.oo pltlt 1s equal to •t.so Pfl' u outiUS

*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses

34-71 Fairmount Blvd . .
Clevelat1d Heights, Ohio 44118"
(216)3 71-6900
5 minutes from arnpw

I0-12p.m.

and free pool
9-11 p.m. &
II p.mpool
tables free for

K2*Head..Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*C()lumbia*Oakley
chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomic
wer tlpleau

Evcru Thursday
Free wings

9Jt·Jf.EW
'Z16 SILSJY ROAP

women's teams

AREHOUSE JREWERY
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'Tis the season.... to spend carefully
Resa Whipkey

r

i

e

longer you wait, the longer the
Staff Reporter
perpetrator has to run up fraudulent charges.
On ly l3days until Christmas*Make sure sales clerks fill m
13 of the busiest shoppi ng days
this year, in fact Virtua ll y any
all credi t card slips correct! y and
legibly.
sto re one enters wi ll be ja m*Destroy all of yourca rbons afpacked with frenzied shoppers,
ter you sign rece ipts.Keep in mind
eager to complete thei r shopping
that you can easily be a victim of
as quickl y as posst ble and seek
cred it card fraud even 1f the card is
shelter at home.
still in your wallet.
W he n fi g hting th e crowd s,
*1f you save your credit card
man y will opt to use a credit card
statements, make sure you keep
to make purc hases. One reason
for this m ight be to lessen the inithem in a safe place and do not
leave them 1ying about. If you do
tial pain ol parting with so much
money, a nd another may be to
not save them, destroy them.
speed the..tra nsacThis Chr istt ion t ime in the
mas seaso n, as
many stores all will
you shop, and un... the
of f1aud a1e eventually
be VISiting.
doubtedly spend,
But it is imporkeep these tips in
felt by eve1yone who uses the
tant to keep in
mind . Credit
ca rds are useful in
mind that at this
Cledit cald system.
ti me of year, amidst
build ing a good
the mad rush,shop· credi t record, b ut
*Use a tiered see-throu gh one incident of credi t card fraud
pers often become more careless.
Cred it cards eas ily ge t lost, stolen pocke t conta iner to hold yo ur could ruin your efforts,even if you
or misused by thecardholder,store cred it ca rds, so that you'll easily are un awa re of the fraud.
clerks and in some unfort unate know if one is missing.
Many credit card companies,
*Leave most of your c redit includi ng Discover, Master Card
cases, tota l strangers.
Cred it cards falling into the cards in a safe place when you go an d Ame rica n Express assu re
wrong hands can lead to added on vacat ion.
cardholders th at the cardh olders
*Never leave credit cards in themselves will not be li able for
and uneeded anxieties d ur ing the
holiday season, so it is important your car.
purchases made by another if the
to take the necessary steps to pro*When exp ired, completely card is lost or stolen, as of th e time
tec t yourself from becom ing a vic- destroy your card so no one could the compa ny was notified of t he
tim of credi t card fraud .
alter it and use it aga in.
si tuat ion . In any case, the
The America n Bankers Asso*Do not lend your card out.
card holder's Liabili ty will not ex*Guard yourca rdf rom the view ceed $50.
ciation urges consumers to fig ht
back against crime, a nd provides of others in the store, so they canThe bes t route to take is to be
the following tips on how to pre- riot read the name or numbe r o n it in for med of the necessary steps to
vent credit card fraud .
and use your card without your take to protect yourself from ever
Con sumers a re warn ed to knowledge.
having to go through the exper icheck theircreditcard sta tements
*Call the bank immedi ately ence of being a vi ctim of credit
closely for unauthorized charges. about a lost or stolen card. the card fraud .

s

f

Clinton appoints first £emale secretary of state
PresidentClinton,laying the foundation for hi s second-term
Cabinet, nominated U.N. ambassador Madehne Albright last
week to be the first fema le U.S. secmay of state. A!bright, 59,
who would be the highest-ranking woman ever in the U.S
government, is known for herrhetorical and politica1skills, and
will be inheriting many complicated problems and new, halfdigested challenges as many top officials leave. Albright and
the other members of the foreign-policy team Clinton nominated on Thursday are expected to press ahead on the key
European issues of stabilization in Bosnia and the expansion of
NATO

Wh ile in mos t cases the individual
cardholder is liableforonly$50on
each acco unt , the costs of fraud
are eventually felt by eve ryone
who uses the credi t card system.
Costs will eve ntuall y be carr ied
over into the consumer market, or
through higher credit card rates.
Here are a few prevention tips
fo r both the holld ay season and
year-ro und .
*Guard your card as you would
an equal amount of cash.
*Do not give credit card numbers over the telephone to any unknown caller for any reason.

costs

Stock market takes sharp plunge
The stock market took its sharpest plunge in five mont hs
Friday morning, but by day's end stocks had recovered most of
their losses. The Dow Jones industrial average tumbled 145
points in the fi rst half -hour of trading. Federal Reserve Board
Chairma n Alan Greenspan crit icized "irrational ex ubera nce"
on Wall Street. Gree nspan voiced out loud what many Wall
Street analysts have been saying for months-that stock prices
arc out of line with their compan ies' intrinsic value.

Senate rules committee reviews voter fraud charges
Two apparent Republican losers in last month's elect ions are
contesting the outcomes of their races, charging voter fraud .
Californ ia election officials have begun investigating allegations fro m Re publican Rep. Robert K. Dornan, that voting by
illegal immigrants and by voters registered at phony addresses
cost him re-election to a lOth term . The Se nate Rules Committee will review a complaint from Republican Louisiana State
Rep. Louis 'Woody'j enkins tha t more th an 10,000 ball ots were
illegally cast in the Senate race Democ rat Mary Landrieu won
by 5,788 votes.

World Briefs were compiled by Lisa Visc usi, Staff Report er, with
th e atd of WIre sources.
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JCU team's success is not debatable
Stacy Mlros
Reporter
As the weather outside cools down , the
John Carroll University Debate Team is
he ating up with their compe tition.
Al though most of the ac tion has been
with the novice, orfirsr -time, debaters and
the junior varsity teams, the varsity ream
captured second place at a tournament at
Marquette University in Mil wa ukee, Wis.
on Dec. 6-7.
Junior Je ff Becherer and sen ior Manny
Teitelba um placed second our of 12 teams
in Milwaukee. Bec herer received a third
place spea ker award.
"Varsity has been off to a slow stan," said
Tei telbaum . "But we're sta rt ing to get
warmer," he added.
The debate at Marquette is only the va rsity tea m's thi rd competit ion this yea r.
Bec herer and Teitelbaum have been debate pa rtners for two yea rs.
"We work well together," said Becherer.
Carrol l's debate team is in District 5 nationally. Their competition includ es Stiff
co mpet ition from academic powerhouses
such as Da rtmouth, Harvard and North western.
Accordi ng to rhedirec torof de bat e, Brent
Brossmann , assist ant professor of communica ti ons, the topic for deba te is, "Resolved
that the US Federal Government should
increase regulations on indust ries to decrease substanti all y the domestic producti on and/or emissions of environmental
polluta nts."
Th e topic was chosen by a panel of debate coaches across the nation.
This issue is debated from August up
until the end of nationals in March. Teams
must be prepared to argue both sides, whi ch
involvesa great dealof research by the team.
According to Teitelbaum, this is the area
where rhejCU team is lacking.
"We do moderately well in competition
Staff

considering we don't
have a paid research
staff like some other
teams," he said.
However, the JCU
team does do ex tensive researc h. accessing the Internet, reading the daily paper
a nd us1ng o n-line
data bases.
In a debate, which
lasts about 90 minutes, a two- person
team debates against
a nor her team. Each
de bater does two
speec hes per round
for a tota l of eigh t
speeches:
fo ur
consr r uctives a nd Members of the debate team from bottom left: Jimm
four rebuttals.
Lynch, Liz Dudash, Jeff Becherer, Marcy Yanus,
Howeve r,
the Siegmund Fuchs, Katie Lavelle
teams do nor know if
they are arguing for the affirmati ve or the her par mer Norm Hadad, placed second at
negative side until right before the debate. a recent debateat Miami Uni versit y of Ohio.
At Wayne Sta te, no team placed but
Recent ly, the junior varsityteam of freshm an Kati e Lavelle and sophomore J im Yanus received a third place speaker award.
"Debate is a lot of work, but it's also a
Lynch wo n fi rst place at the Motor City
Debate Classic at Wayne Sta te in Detroit great time," Yanus said. "We've gotten ro be
aga inst a dozen other schools. They also friends."
Over Christmas break, the varsity tea m
placed second at a recent debate at
of Becherer and Teitelbaum and the junior
Augustana , 111.
Also placing at the Augustan a competi- varsity team of Lavelle and Lynch w ill travel
tion was the team of Kara Barauskas and to the University of Southern California,
Siegmund Fuchs, who took second pla ce. Long Beach for another tournament.
"Our team is small enough that we can
Fuchs won the first place speaker award.
"Debating helps in other classes," said rake people just about anywhere," sa id
Lavelle. "lt helps you learn to think more Tei telba um .
The tea m is very optim ist ic about next
clea r! y."
Students on the team can take debate as se mester. "We're working hard, and if we
a practicum for one credit. Most students cont inue we should be prod uctive," Lavelle
who try debating continue unless they get sa id.
Brossmann said that the debate team is
discouraged, according to Lavelle, who dewell overall and almost all the membated in h igh school.

arr1ves
Kimberly Dunnlngs
St aff Report er

The biggest pizza company in Colombus
is branching out and we need you!
Drivers eam up to $8-10 per hour
Part -time or full-time available
Great benefits package
Days or nights available
Rexible scheduling
()ivers

20307 VAN AKEN BLVD.
283-3333

-- --- ------- - -------------------,

M.lst be 18 years old
Have a valid driver's license
Good driving record
Current insurCI'ICe

Date- - - - - -- -

Name
Phone _ _ _
Position Applying For _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Part time _ _ Full time _ __
WORK HISTORY (If applicable)

PER HOUR

Employer _ _ __ _ __ _ _ Position. _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
Dates of Employment - From

To _ _ _ Rate of Pay _ _ __

Reason for leaving _ _ _ _ _ _ _____________
Sun.

I

Mon.

Tue.

I

Wed.

I

Thu.

Fri.

Sat.

What hours are you FTrom
avai lable for work? 0
- -+-----+---+---+-- -1---+-- --t
r
_ -

Drivers include daily
reimbursement
plus tips!
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With tomorrow being Friday
th e 13th ,people's superstitions wi ll
be at play as they try to ward off
demoni c spiri ts and bad omens.
AIIsuperstitions, whether good
or bad, are deepl y rooted in history. Friday the 13th becam e popular when the firs t Friday th e 13th
mov ie was released in th e 1980s.
But before th en Friday a nd the
number 13 both had a significant
pl ace in history.
Friday was first classified as a
clay of bad I uck because Christ was
crucified on rharday. ltalsoissaid
rh ~t Eve offered thea ppletoAdam
in the Gard en of Eden on a Friday.
The number l3 alsohasits place
in the history of bad luck. In ancient times, th e 13th person to incJ rn ate the gods at religious festivals was put to death. This ocrurred beca use the 13th person
was believed to be a traitor.
Christianity also has a version
0f this story in 1he Last Supper.
The re were 12 righteous people
sc<~ ted at the table and one traitor,
Judas Reca use of this suppe r, toda)' ma ny peo pl e believe that if
1here are ever I 3 people at a table
one of the 13w dl die wi thin a year.
Though a large number of superstitions have histori cal reasons,
many people practice superstitu,ns while having no idea what
c:wses them . "Ever sinee I was a
li n legirll have bee n scared of basements , especia ll y da rk base ments ." said se nior Monica
Srefanick "I guess tt's because I
t hnught 11 was too close to hell."
Stefantck e)(plained that she
.dw:tys ha s w turn the hght on in
th e basement before she will go

down into it. When she is going
back up the basement stairs she
believes she has tor u n up the stairs
before she counts to 10 because if
she does not make it up the stairs
the devil will pull her back down
the stairs and condemn her to hell.
Stefanick also fears that she is
going to die whenever she goes on
vacation. Before she departs, she
leaves a note behind telling everyone that she loves them .
Tim Patton, a sophomore, believes heavily in superstitions as
well Every time an ambulance
passes him he says a small prayer
to himself. He also thinks that
black cat s cause bad luck. "I don't
know why 1 beli eve black cats
ca use bad luck. Seei ng them always gives me an eerie feeling,
maybe because they a reassociated
with Halloween and ghost stories,"
said Patton.
Throughout history black cats
have been thought to ca use bad
luck. It was believed that they
were either witches in disguise or
th at they helped perform rituals
and spells for witches. However,
black cats were thought to bring
good luck at sea. For this reason,
the wives of sailors would keep
one at home to prevent disaster at
sea.
Since tomorrow is Friday the
13th, those who are superstitious
will be an xiously wa iting fort he
worst to occur. However, those
who are brave enough ca n venture to the Carroll Ci nema or to
the closest video store ro rent horror fi lms like Friday the 13th,
Frig ht Night , April Foo l's Day or
De mon Night.

• "lnformatwn from Prentice
Hall Dicrionary of Superst t!ions

Ruffner, Tom
Year: Freshman
Nicknames: TR, Monkeyboy,Ter
and Dog
When you were a kid, what did
you want to be when you grew
upl: The King of Switzerland. He
would have it made: a small enough
country to govem easily and when
was the last time you heard of a
revolution in Sw1zterland?
What are your plans for winter
breakl: I'm going to meet the Pope
or Pee Wee Herman. Either way it's
a good deal. Actually, I plan on
re covering from my first semester in
college .
How many licks does it take
you to get to the center of a
Tootsle Roll Poplr 2,485 (I think).
What was your first jobl: Head
paperboy of my street.
Favorite comedians: The Marx

compared to the total of 31 ttmes last ye~r,"
he sa id , add ing,"We have a pos ltl ve
outloook."

Catcl. your l.ome leam and
favorile college l.u~ell.all
and

NBA

game• in ll.e

Ba1emenl on one of our

TV

1creen1.

h'•

by

your

popular requesl.

Oirf'd TV iocluJes FOX Sporls.
Sporls Channel .

fSPN 1 & 11

sponsored by
Anheuser-Busch
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Gamf's sbowo

Senior Class
Happy Hour
free pizza & wings
while they last!
$1 beverages
from 6-9 p.m.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

Every Monday
through Thursday
$1.50 domestics
http://www .pizzazzpizza.com
20680 NORTII PARK BLVD.
UNIVERSITY HTS., OHIO 44118
(216) 321-7272
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Clinton appoints first female secretary of state
PresidentClimon,layingthe foundation for his second-term
Cabinet, nominated U.N. ambassador Madeline Albrigh t lasr
week to be the first female U.S. secretay of state. A!bright, 59,
who would be the highest-ranktng woman ever In the US
government, is known for her rhetorical and politicalskills,and
will be inheriting many complicated problems and new. halfdigested challenges as many top officials leave. Albright and
the other members of the foreign-policy team Clinton nominated on Thursday are expected to press ahead on the key
European issues of stabilization in Bosnia and the expansion of
NATO.

Stock market takes sharp plunge
The stock market took its sharpest plunge in five months
Friday morning, but by day's end stocks had recovered most of
their losses. The Dow Jones industrial average rumbled 145
points in the first half-hour of trading. Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Alan Greenspan criticized 'irrational exuberance'
on Wall Street. Greenspan voiced out loud what many Wall
Street analysts have been saying for months- that stock prices
arc out of line with their companies' intrinsic value.

Senate rules committee reviews voter fraud charges
Two apparent Republican losers in last month's elections are
contesting the outcomes of their races, charging voter fraud.
California election officials have begun investigating allega tions from Republican Rep. Robert K. Dornan, that voting by
tllegal imm igrants and by voters registered at phony addresses
cost him re-election to a lOth term. The Senate Rules Committee will review a complaint from Republican Louisiana State
Rep. Louis 'Woody"Jenkinsthat more than LO,OOO ballots were
illegally cast in the Senate race Democrat Mary Landrieu won
by 5,788 VOtC$.

World Bn cfs were co mpiled by Usa Viscusi. Staff Reporter, wit h
tl1e aid of WIre sources.

While m most cases the mdividua[ longer you wait, the longer the
Resa Whipkey
Staff Reporter
cardholder is !tableforonly$50on perpetrator has to run up fraud uOnly l3days until Christmas- each account, the costs of fraud !ent charges.
*Make sure sales clerks fill in
13 of the busiest shoppmg days are eventual! y felt by everyone
this year, in fact. Virtually any who uses the credit card system. all credit card slips correctly and
store one enters will be jam- Costs will eventually be carried legibly
*Destroy a!I of yourcarbonsafpacked with frenzied shoppers, over into the consume r market, or
ter you Sign receipts. Keep in mind
eager to complete their shoppmg through higher credit card rates.
Here are a few prevention tips that you can easily be a victim of
as quickly as possible and seek
for both the holiday season and credit card fraud even if the card is
shelter at home.
still in your wallet.
When fighting the crowds, year-round.
*Guard your ca rd as you would
*If you save your credit card
many will opt to use a credit card
to make purchases. One reason an equal amoun t of cash.
statements, make sure you keep
*Do not give credit card num- them in a safe place and do not
for this might be to lessen the initial pain of_ parting with so much bersover the telephone to any un- leave them 1yi ng about. If you do
money, and another may be to known caller for any reason.
not save them, destroy them.
speed the,.transacThis Christti on time in the
mas season, as
manystoresall will ... the costs of ftaud ate eventually
you shop, and unbe visiting.
doubtedly spend,
But it is imporkeep these tips in
felt by evetyone who uses the
tant to keep in
mind.
Credit
cardsareusefulin
mind that at this
credit catd system.
time of year,amidst
building a good
the mad rush,shopcredit record, but
pers often become more care less.
*Use a tiered see-through one incident of credit card fraud
Credit cards easily get lost, stolen pocket containe r to hold your could ruin your efforts, even if you
or misused bythecardholder,store credit cards, so that you'll easily are unaware of the fraud.
clerks and in some unfortunate know if one is missing.
Many credit card companies,
*Leave most of your credit including Discover, Master Card
cases, total strangers.
Credit ca rd s falling into the cards in a safe place when you go and American Express assure
wrong hands ca n lead to added on vacation.
cardholders that the cardholders
*Never leave credit ca rds in themselves will not be liable for
and uneeded anxieties during the
holiday season, so it is important your car.
purchases made by another [f the
to rake the necessary steps to pro*When expi red, completely ca rd is lost or stolen, as of the time
tect yourself from becoming a vic- destroy your card so no one could the company was notified of the
alter it and use it again.
ti m ofcredit card rraud.
situation . In any case, the
The American Bankers Asso*Do not lend your card out.
cardh older's liability will not ex*Guard you r ~ard from the view ceed $50.
ciation urges consumers to fight
back against crime, and provides of others in the store, so they canThe best route to take is to be
the following tips on how to pre- not read the name or number on it informed of the necessarysteps to
and use your card without your take to protect yourself from ever
vent credit card fraud .
Consumers are warned to knowledge.
having to go through the experi*Call the bank immed iately ence of being a victim of credit
check thei rcredit card statements
closely for unauthorized charges. about a lost or stolen card. the card fra ud.
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JCU team·s success is not debatable
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter
As the weathe r outside cools down . the
john Carroll University Debate Team is
heatmg up with their competition.
Although most of the action has been
with the nov ice, or first-time, debaters and
the junior varsity teams, the varsity team
captured second pl ace at a tournament at
Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wis.
on Dec. 6-7.
Junior jeff Becherer and senior Manny
Teitelbaum placed second out of 12 teams
in Milwaukee. Becherer received a third
place speaker award .
"Varsi ty has been off to a slow start," said
Tei telbaum . "But we're starting to get
warmer," he added.
The debate at Marquette is only the varsi ty team's th ird competition this year.
Becherer and Teitelbaum have been debate partners for two years.
"We work well together," said Becherer.
Carroll's debate team is in District 5 na tionally. Their competition includes Stiff
co mpetition from academic powerhouses
such as Dartmouth, Harvard and Northwestern.
Accordingtothedirectorof debate, Brent
Brossmann, assistant professor of communica tions. the topic for debate is,"Resolved
rhat the US Federal Government should
increase regulations on [ndustries to decrease substantially the domestic production and / or emissions of environmental
pollutants."
The topic was chosen by a panel of debate coaches across the nation.
This issue is debated from August up
until the end of nationals in March. Teams
must be prepared to argue both sides, whi ch
involvesa greatdealof research by the team.
According to Teitelbaum, this is the area
where theJCU team is lacking.
"We do moderately well in competition

considering we don't
have a paid research
staff like some other
reams," he said.
However, the jCU
team does do extensive research. accessingthe Internet, reading the daily paper
and using on-line
data bases.
Ina debate, which
lasts about 90 minutes, a two-person
team debates against
another team Each
debater does two
speeches per round
for a tota I of eight
speeches:
four
constructives and Members of the debate team from bottom left: Jirnm
four rebuttals.
Lynch, Liz Dudash, Jeff Becherer, Marcy Yanus,
However,
the Siegmund Fuchs, Katie Lavelle
rea ms do not know if
they are arguing for the affirmative or the her partner Norm Hadad, placed second at
negative side until right before the debate. a recentdebateat Miami Universityof Ohio.
At Wayne State, no team placed but
Recently,t he junior varsity team of freshman Katie Lavelle and sophomore Jim Yanusreceived a third place speaker award.
"Debate is a lot of work, but it's also a
Lynch won first place at the Motor City
Debate Classic at Wayne State in Detroit great time," Yanus said. "We've gotten to be
against a dozen other schools. They also friends."
Over Christmas break, the varsity team
placed second at a recent debate at
Augustana,lll.
. of Becherer and Teitelbaum and the junior
Alsoplacingatthe Augustanacompeu- varsity team of Lavelle and Lynch will travel
tion was the team of Kara Barauskas and to the University of Sout hern California,
Siegmund Fuchs, who took second place. Long Beach for another tournament.
"Our team is small enough th at we can
Fuchs won the first place speaker award.
"Debating helps in other classes," said take people just about anywhere," said
Lavelle. "lt helps you learn to think more Teitelbaum.
The team is very optimistic about next
clearly."
Students on the team can take debate as semester. "We're working hard, and if we
a practicum for one credit. Most students continue we should be productive," Lavelle
who try debating continue unless they get said.
Brossmann said that the debate team is
discouraged, according to Lavelle, who dedoin well overall and almost a\\ the membated in high school
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Kimberly Dunnlngs
Staff Reporter
With tomorrow being Friday
the 13th, people's superstitions will
be at play as they try to ward off
demonic spirits and bad omens.
A!!superstit ions. whether good
or bad, are deeply rooted in history. Friday the 13th became popular when the first Friday the 13th
movie wa s released in the 1980s.
But before then Friday and the
number 13 both had a significant
place in history.
Friday was first classified as a
clay of bad luck because Christ was
crucified on thatday.ltalsoissaid
that Eve offered theappletoAdam
in 1he Garden of Eden on a Friday.
The number l3also has its place
in the: hiswry of bad luck. In annent times, the 13th person to inC~\rna te the gods at religious festiva ls was pm to death. This occurred because the l3t h person
was believed to be a traitor.
Ch risti an ity also has a version
0f this story in the Last Supper.
There were 12 righteous people
seated :n the table and one traitor,
Jud as. Recause of this supper, today many peo pl e believe that if
there are ever 13 people at a table
one of 1he I 3 wd Idie within a year.
Though a large number of superstitions have historical reasons,
many people practice superstitH,ns while having no idea what
c;1uses them. "Ever since I was a
li rr le girl Ihave been scared of basemenis, especia lly dark basements." said senior Monica
Srdanick. "I guess It's because I
r hnught It was too close to hell."
Stefanick explained that she
always has to turn the light on 1n
1 he hasement before she will go

down into it. When she is going
back up the basement stairs she
believes she has to run upthestairs
before she counts to I 0 because if
she does not make it up the stairs
the devil will pull her back down
the stairs and condemn herto hell.
Stefanick also fears that she is
going to die whenever she goes on
vacation. Before she departs, she
leaves a note behind telling everyone that she loves them.
Tim Patton, a sophomore, believes heavily in superstitions as
well. Every time an ambulance
passes him he says a small prayer
to himself. He also thinks that
black cats cause bad luck. "!don't
know why l believe black cats
cause bad luck. Seeing them always gives me an eerie feeling,
maybe because they are associ a ted
with Halloweenandghoststories,"
said Patton.
Throughout history black cats
have been thought to cause bad
luck. lt was believed that they
were either witches in disguise or
that they helped perform rituals
and spells for witches. However,
black cats were thought to bring
good luck at sea. For this reason,
the wives of sailors would keep
one at home to prevent disaster at
sea.
Since tomorrow is Friday the
13th, those who are superstitious
will be anxiously waiting for the
worst to occur. However, those
who are brave enough can venture to the Carroll Cinema or to
the closest video store to rent horror films like Fnday the 13th,
Fright Night , Ap,..il Fool's Day or

Demon Night.
• *Information from Pren tice
Hall Diet ionary of Superst t1 ions.

Ruffner, Tom
Year: Freshman
Nicknames: TR. Monkeyboy. Ter
and Dog
When you were a kid, what did
you want to be when you grew
up?: The King of Swrtzerland. He
would have it made: a small enough
country to govern easily and when
was the last time you heard of a
revo lution in Swizterland?
What are your plans for winter
break?: I' m going to meet the Pope
or Pee Wee Herman. Either way rt's
a good deal. Actually. I plan on
recovering from my first semester in
college.
How many licks does it take
you to get to the center of a
Tootsie Roll Pop?: 2,485 (I think).
What was your first job?: Head
paperboy of my street
Favorite comedians: The Mal')(

compared to the total of 31 times last ~e~r,"
he said, adding,"We have a postttve
outloook.'
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Coming Attractions
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The Spinning Edge

Joe Halalko
Assistant Entertainment Editor

~

At 1:10 p.m. Sunday afternoon,
the phone rang with the distinctive and urgent double ring that
signals an off -cam pus call. Awake

'fHFA'I'm.
FmiVAL

Interview

Kula Shaker

rra.§~

K

(Columbia)

~

Bush
Rawrblade Suitcase
(lnterscope)

Museum

Every once in a
while a bool<
comes along that is
so onginal, so inspired and so
utterly delightful that we want to
share it with everyone we know.
This holiday it's The Life of St.
Nicholas. The wry, handwritten
words and wonderfully Witty,
cartoon-style pictures are by R.O.
Blechman, New Yorke rill ustrator,
animated film maker and Em my Award winner. Lmlewasknown
of St. Nicholas' hfe unul1989 when an Italian farmer, digging for
truffles, dtscovcrcd the ancient manuscript, 'Vita Splendida et
lllu t risdc Nicola Beato." now translated byB!echmanfor American
readers !low Nicholas became a portly figure in a red suit beanng
a b1g bag of goodies makes a grand and com ic Chnstmas present.
I he 1 ifc o[St Nichola! retails in hardcover for $18.95.

•

It's mid-season rescheduling time for the television
networksasABCannounced it will bring Coach back to
fill the Wednesdayat830 p.m.ET /PTtimeslotstaning
this week. Molly Ringwald's
Townies gets the boot for now,
but ABC claims It isn't canceled.
AIso, NBCconf irmed pia ns to put
AB s rejected The Naked Truth,
tarring Tea Leom, into the
Thursday at 9:30p.m. ET /PTtimc
slot starling Jan 9. Suddenly
Susan reiUrns Feb 27 and moves
to Thursdays at 8:30p.m. ET /PT.

101 Dalmatians remamed No. I at the box off Ice for
ibse ond week,earninganestimated $13.5 million
Daylight, a heart -stoppmg acuon film starring
'>ylvcsrer St<~llone, opened at No. 2 with $10.2 million. Stallone
plays the ex-chief of cw York's Emergency Medical Service who
wa-; forced out of his pb when several of his co-workers died
1n a South Bronx building he was trying to evacuate.
Now he mes tor deem himself by savmg several
rroplc trapped 111 a tunnel between NY and
New Jersey. Daylight is followed 111 the
ratmgs by Star Trek: First Contact at ~f!~~~~'~
$6.7 millton. Jingle All the Way and "S
Ransom t1cd at No. 4 with $5.4 million.
Woody Allen·~ Everyone Says I Love You
e~rned $114 OOOon three screens in Its first
week out

Com mg Attnuuons wt're compiled by Sam Sub1ty. Art work by
Jcff"MtJrtal Kombat'Knede Dale>andtmusare subject tocharrge.

Following the huge success
of multi-platinum Sixteerr
Stone, Bush 's new CD release
faced high expectations.
Razorblade Suitcase comes
pretty close to living up to
those expectations and in
some ways even surpasses
them.
The CD has a high energy
level that is the result of strong
guitars, drums and especially
vocals. Lead singer Gavin
Rossda le's voca I control adds
tremendous! y to each of the l3
songs. His alterations from
singing to almost screaming
and his use of different tones
give the album an unexpected
and energetic [eel.
Rush.'s instrumentals are
powerful wiih a rougher edge
than their first album.
Changes in speed and volume
lend each song a unique sound.
Thetracksflowwelland make
for easy listening.
As with Sixteen Stone ,
Razorbladeoffersa variety be·
tween fast, jolting songs and
slower, more mellow ones.
However, Razorblade com·
bines the two more smoothly.
"Personal Holloway" and
"Greed Fly"startthealbumoff

John Pizzarelli
Let's Share Christmas
(RCA)

&&

Let's face it: Christmas music
could use a good shot in the arm.
There's nothing worse than radio
listeners groaning over 'Jingle
Bell Rock' and changmgstations
by the middle of December. By
the time the holiday comes
around, instead of decking the
halls we're ready to deck the next
guywhosomuchas mutters 'Fala-la-la·la' under his breath.
So tf you're looking for a little
change of direction m musical
selections this season, be sure to
direct your ears away from John
Pizzarelli's new disc, Let's Share
Christmas from the RCA record
label The album features a

strong with a quick pace and
forceful sound. They lead into
"Swallowed," the current radio
hit and probably the best song
on the disc.
"Cold Contagious" is a close
second, maintaining a medium
pace that changes with superb
vocals and instruments.
Mellower string tunes such
as "S traight No Chaser" and
"Bonedriven" even out the CD.
The tunes are a welcome listen
for 'G lycerine' fans.
As might be expected with
Bush, the 1yrics are a little less
than "happy." They are disjointed and hard to interpret. ·Do
you feel the way you hate/ Do you
hate the way you feel/ Wherever
you are you will carry always/
The trut h of the scars and darkness of yourfaith' is reflective of
an overall mood presemed by
the lyrics.
With the release of sophomore effort Razorblade, comtnemsmtlmthatBush just want
to be Nirvana. I see some sim ilarities, but not at all to the extent some critics do. In fact, l've
heard people argue that Bush is
better than Nirvana.
As so many people connected
with Sixteen Stone, it may bed if·
ficult for them to initially adjust
to Razorblade. Some of the
songs at the tail end of the CD
could use improvement, but for
the most part it presems a much
stronger, rougher side of Bush.
-Tom O'Konowitz

jum bleof holiday favorites remixed
and recycled without any of the
freshness Christmas music so des·
perately needs.
To be wtally fair, all of the songs
only have one thing wrong with
them: Pizzarelli's nose. To be completely honest, that's a rather large
problem. 1slipped the CD into my
player, sat back and closed my eyes
to let the music wash over me only
to be inundated with a frightening,
nasal rendition of 'White Christmas
The title of another song asks
'What Are You Doing New Year's
Eve?' Chances are, not listening to
this album. Unless, of course, you
want to put yourself through a
roller coaster of emotion. Each tune
wavers between happy and sad, fes·
tivity and tired sluggishness
The only thing that saves
Ptzzarelli's holiday offering is the
backup provided by a brass and
percussion orchestra. A jazzy
rhythm accompanied by clean,
smooth trumpet sounds makes for
a little flavorfulChristmascelebration.lt'senoughtomakeSaintNick
want to cut a rug before leaving the
disc under the tree
But even the orchestra is an ac·
complice in systematically tearing
apart the beauuful 'Silent Night."
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TMBG's John Unnell a real Giant among men

THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC
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legacy of Light Master Photographs from the
Cleveland Museum of Art, running now through
February 2,l997,Is the first mapr exhibiuon. to
focus on the museum's distinguished photography collection. of
some 1,850 works. Representing important movements or key
photographers, these images helpdefine the history of the medium,
which began in 1839. The photographs in Legacy of Light tell an
engaging, in ten wined story about the medium, revealing the birth
and development of a
technical process and the
concurrent flowering of
creative expression. This
recounting has been broken
into three chronological
segments, each spanning
roughly 50 years and
characterized by its own
technical evolution and
aesthetic intent. Admission
is free . Call 421-7340 for
more information.
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The past year brought its share
of British invaders into the American music scene. Some of these
bands found success in the United
States and some fizzled. But all of
these Brit rockers have come to this
land of blue jeans and greasy food
with one common thread: They
are all over-hyped.
Kula Shake r, the latest offering
from the land the Beatles built,
disregard the media noise and
prove to be one of the most promising bands. Their debut, K, is a
blend of airy, psyc hedelic rock
laced with Hindu spi rituality.
Songs "Tattva," which is in pretty
heavy rotation on MTV, and
"Govinda" create a mystical mood
with their mantras and ambient
moments.
Other selections offer a more
pop/rock feel. "Hey Dude," the first
track on thedisc,isoneof the stronger and heavier songs. Other favorites include the mellow, spiritual instrumental "SleepingJiva"
and the rock in' "303."
Kula Shaker have put together
a fine first album. The lyrical fascination with Indian cu l~·~-
reli ion is well-written and offers
an imeresting insight into the
realm of Krishna consciousness.
Vocalist Cr ispian Mills has a
smooth delivery and knows how
and when tocrossthat mellow line
and fall over the edge with a song.
-Jim Mile s
rf)
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l'm not afraid to say that I've heard
renditions of this song that made
memisty·eyed. Pizzarelli'sversion
made me cry.
lt begins with a trilly, winter
wonderland ish flute melody that
recalls pleasant images of soft,
fluffy snowflakes and drowsy
mghts by the fire. Apparently
Pizzarelli lets himself become too
taken by the music. When his
voice interrupts the wintry reverie, he sounds as if he'sabout halfasleep himself. Either that or too
bored to sing this last track of the
album.
As we sit trying to keepoureyelids open, the background trum pets suddenly announce their
presence with gusto. At this point,
the music becomes less harmony
and more ad iscorda nt struggle between the woodwinds and brass.
Rather than the peaceful night of
Christ's birth, It reminds us of an
apocalyptic battle. Meanwhile,
Pizzarelli doesn't seem to notice
the mutiny of his backup instru·
ments.
In short, if you're into the giving spiTil this Ch ristmas. give another thought or two before giving
Pizzarelli's Ltt's Share Christmas.
Your ears will tha nk you for it.

with anticipation for the last two
hours, the time had arrived form y
scheduled interview with john
Linnell who along with John
Flansburgh makes up the band
They Might Be Giants.
I was warm in my dorm room
but well aware of the snow still
lurking on the ground outside.
Linnell was on the sun-drenc hed
West Coast, fresh off of a slew of
shows in Portland and Los Angeles and preparing to play in San
Diego.
Familiar with TMBG's unique
sound and off-the-wall lyrics, l
wasn't sure what to expect. To my
surprise, Lin nell asked the first
question: "Have you heard the new
album r I told him I had played the
tune "Exquisite Dead Guy" off this
same new album, Factory Showroom, on WUJC. ~Exquisite Dead
Guy' is definitely a part of what
we're all about," he replied. "I'm not
sure if you know the story behind
that one."
Idid not, so he proceeded to tell
me about this game invented by
sur rea lists. "!guess you're supposed
to sit ina group and write the parts
of a sentence. Each person contributes une word, and the first time

Brownie
Mary
looking
for green
in near
future

they tned this, the sentence read
something like, 'The exquisite
corpse drinks .. ' some kind of
wineorsomething.lcan'tremember exactly The game ended up
being called The Exquisite
Corpse Game.'
"Both of us have
these multi-track tape
recorders," he comin·
ued. "One of us would
record. much like the game, and
then pass the tape to the other.
We recorded one song roughly in
that manner. lt didn't make it on
any of our records, and so the idea
kind of surfaced lyrically m the
tune "Exquisite Dead Guy"
The willingness of TMBG to
adopt unconventional methods
and mix musical styles is what
gives them their allure. Surprisingly, their success comes with
little or no form al musical training. "One thing I remember, my
family had this big house in the
suburbs of Boston. Somebody
needed a bunch of stuff moved
and arranged to have this piano
in our living room over the winter. They basically just disap·
pea red for seven years or so.'
'Everyday after school ended,
it was just the piano in front of
me. I gravitated to it. lt was quite
serendipitous. My mother's a
fairly decorous woman, so she
cleaned up the piano a bit and put
new ivory on the keys. When our
friends reappeared after seven
years they took the piano back.
and my Mom could tell I was not
the same. She actually went out
and bought me an expensive up-

right."
dump, actually, quite frightening. newsgroupwhere l believe people
Linnell continued to teach him- By that timejohn had a four-track chat about concerts or songsself, picking up stray brass instru· reel-to-reel. We were able to do people who maybe should get outments in the h1gh school band more of the original thingwewere doors more often"
room. He actually attended high trying for"
Sull another avenue forTMBG
school with Flansburgh. "We
The five-member band that ap- is their Dial-A-Song service
worked on the high school news- pears on the new album was not "We've been runnmg the thing
paper together."
always a reality. "In '82, we per- since '83. lt's really the simplest
"Flansburgh's story is actually formed as a duo. We felt like we waytogetoutnewmatenal. When
moreinterestmg. Hedidn't take up were a rock band, although we had you're on the road, you have to
an instrument in high school. He tape recorders behmd us backing carry your gear back and forth to
was more concerned with record- us up. By '84, we had gotten to the the clubs, and there 1s so much
ing He had th1s fancy two-track point where we were part of this other busmess stuff The Dlal·Atape recorder-this open-reel th mg 'performance art' scene. We were Song requires no work. Really, it's
where you could record
pecuhar to me that
tracks individually. You
no one else does this.
could bounce back and
You can call up and
"... we managed to make a
forth and overd ub. It was
listen to new They
really the preferred
Mtght Be Gtants
video that actually got on
method in those days."
Some people have
"He was finally given a Nickelodeon first, then out of
tried to tell us to
guitar by this friend of
make a profit of it,
ours," Linnell went on. "He pule luck landed on MTV.
but we've stood our
had always wanted one,
ground. For time Immemorial you get to
butitwasoneofthoseteaps Thele we we1e-1laht
he couldn't make. He im·
b'
hear material that is
mediately immersed him·
not on a record and
between Whitney Houston
self into it. As 1 recall. it
does not overlap
with our recorded
only had two or three
material.·
strings at first. He very and Whltesnake... "
gradually started adding
With the volume
john Linnell
of their re ordings,l
strings. Actually, now that
I think about it, he might
wondered tf he had a
have started off with on ly
favorite song or alone string. At any rate, it was a not exactly the typical perfor- bum. Some artists respond that
very gradual stringing process"
mance artists, where you would they treat their songs like chil
Flansburgh and Linnell went read from a book. stand on a tree dren, so then they love them all
to different colleges. Flansburgh stump and put light bulbs in your equally. "That's a preuy evasive
attendedschoolatAntioch in Ohio eyes. After about four years, we response. We've used that one befora period. "It was just sort of luck felt hke we were old-timers."
fore ," Linnell responded "We
that John and I ended up in New
Acareerthat has spanned more probably do have favonte songs.
York in 1981. We moved into this than a decade started off small. We don't really think that lovone building where everybody "An independent recordmg com- ingly about our ngs. As parems.
seemed to be living. It was really a pany, Bar None, got ahold of the we'd probably be the type that
first ca~ue . Our second release
, 'You'll have to pay your own

What's in a name?: Brownie Mary got their name from a lady who
made marijuana brownies for AIDS and cancer patients.

Robb Giambrone
:=.~=-----
Staff Reporter
The energetic music of the
P11 tsburgh-based band,Brownie
Mary, rocked a packed Wolf·NPot last Thursday. The band,
comp rt sed of the beautiful
Kelsey Barber on lead vocals,
Rtchjacqueson lead guitar, Ron
B1ssel on bass gu itar, and drummer Mark Rajakovtc on drums,
have been playing in the eastern
part of the country since 1994
when they won the Bud Light/
Graffiti Rock Challenge.
Barher andJacques,theoriginal members of Brownie Mary,
started the band in 1993 when
they met at Bethany College in
West Virginia. B1ssel and
Rajakov1c joined them this past
September "It was our destiny,"
said Rapkovic
Ar that time, it was rumored
that the band would be breakmg up. "We had every Intention
of co ntinumg."said Bissel. Bisset
and Rajakov1c said they learned
about 20 songs 111 three days of
rehc~r<;al After those rehearsals they have been on the road
e1·ery II'Cek forth ree to four days.

Barber's powerful vocals and
the unique talents of the other
musicians produce a unique
sound. Bissel calls it a "sultry,
smoky blues" sound.
Barber's vocals can produce
a vast array o[ sounds. "There
is a real pretty side to her voice,"
Bisselsaid, "but when she wants
to, she can wail." The pretty
side to Barber's voice is noticeable in songs such as "That's
Righ t" and "T.V. Song" on their
'94 release That's Me. The rock
side to her voice is prevalent in
"Bitch" and "Kachina," the latter of which appears on the
Who's Your Daddy? EP released
in November of '95.
Bisset brings the blues influence to the band because he
played the blues before joining
up. According to him, the jazz
sound comes from Jacques who
writes much of the music and
lyrics. "Rich mixes lots of pzz
chords with regular chords,"
Bisselsaid. Barber has also been
doing his share, writing some
very good stuff !a tel y.
Browme Mary, who took
their name from a lady who

made marijuana brownies for
AlDSand cancer patients, have
many accomphshments to be
proud of. They have opened for
Hootie and the Blowfish, the
Dave Matthews Band and fel·
low 'burghers Rusted Root.
The biggest accomplish·
ment for this band came in October of '95 when they played
for President Clinton at the
Ann ua I Democratic Saxophone
Club Fund raiser. This came as
acompletesurpriseto them be·
cause they didn't know they
were playing until the night
before their performance.
They were selected from
among several bands that were
under consideration. Barber
was quoted assaying in the Tribune-Review that it made them
realize that they were heading
in the right direction.
The future looks very bright
for Brow me Mary who are confident that they will be signed.
Rajakovic and Bissel both said
that many people from the
music industry are coming to
Pittsburgh to see what else the
music scene has to offer.

lucky for us. In fact, we mana1~ed
to make a video that actually got
on Nickelodeon first, rhen out of
pure luck landed on MTV There
we were-nght between Whitney
Houston and Whitesnake . The
song was called 'Puppet Head.' lt
wasn't played on-air a lot, but the
attendance at our shows went
from 50 or 75 to 100 or 200. We
seemed pretty excited although I
wouldn't say we were catapulting
mto stardom at the time."
Not strangers to exploring dif ·
ferent creative mediums, l asked
Linnell what he thought of the
internet. 'We have our own
website now. There's also a

I wanted to conclude with an
open-ended question. I wa~ sure
he'd gone through the Interview
process a great many times, sg, I
wanted to know if there were any
questions he wished he would
have been asked "You probably
should have asked me that at the
beginning," he joked. Does their
music fit more with the'90's?"We
are a very contemporary band.
We've always been wary of the
idea of being fashionable. though.
It's not a real dependable type of
career move. If you end up being
successful at somethmg that's not
your personal thing you're gmng
to be miserable."
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The Spinning Edge

Coming Attractions

TMBG's John Unnell a real Giant among men

THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

• • • • GreatlakesTheater . . . . - - - - - - - - - - ,
• Festival stages ItS
traduonal holiday
c lass1c,Charles Dickens' A Ch.risonas
Carol. through Saturday, Dec. 28 at
11JE.\TER
Playhouse Square Center's Ohto
Theatre. After seven years and 247
performances, the GLTF show has
undergone a facehf t fortheChristmas
'96 season wuh all -new magic a 1
special effects as well as refurbished
sets, props and costumes The
adaptation begins as the Cleaveland
family gathers in its Victorian home
on Christmas Eve for a traditional ' - - - - - - - - - - - '
readingof'A ChnstmasCarol ' As the mother turns the pages of the
book, more than 60of Dickens' 1mmonal characters come to life on
stage. Show times are Thursdays and Fndaysat 8 p.m.,Saturdays at
4and 8:30 pm., andSundaysat 1:30and 7 p.m. Ticket pncesare$21
tc $37 and ava1lable by calling Advantix at 241-6000or toll-free at
(800) 766-6048.

Joe Halalko

GREJ\T
lAKES

1

Assistant Entertainment Editor
At 1:10 p.m. Sunday afternoon,
the phone rang with the distinctive and urgent double nng that
signals an off -campuscall. Awake

F'ESI1VAL

(Columbia)

Bush
Razor blade Suitcase

Museum

Every once in a
w hil e

Following the huges uccess
of multi-platinum Sixteen
Stone, Bush's new CD release
faced high expectations.
Razorb/ade Suitcase comes
pretty close to living up to
those expectations and in
some ways even surpasses
them.
The CD has a high energy
level that is the result of strong
guitars, drums and especially
vocals. Lead singer Gavin
Rossdale's vocal control adds
tremendously to each of the IJ
songs. His alterations from
singing to almost screaming
and his use of different tones
give the album an unexpected
and energetic feeL
Sush's instrumentals ere

book

powerfu l wit h a roug her edge

comes along that is
so origmal, so msptred and so
utterly delightful that we want to
share it with everyone we know.
This holiday it's The Life of St
Nicholas. The wry. handwritten
words and wonder[ ully witty,
cartoon-style pictures are by R.O.
Blcc hman, New Yo rhe ri It ustra tor,
animated ftlm maker and Fmmy Award wmner. Lmlewasknown
of St. Ni hoi as' hfe untill989 when an Italian farmer, digging for
truffle , discovered the ancient manuscript, 'Vita Splendida et
Illu~t nsdc Ntcola Beat ,'now translated byBlechmanf or American
readers flow Nt cholasbecamc a portly figure in a red suit bearing
a big bag of goodtes makes a grand and comtc Chnstmas present.
The I ife of 1. Nichola~ retails in hardcover for $18.95.

than their first album .
Changes in speed and volume
lendeachsonga uniquesound.
The tracks flow well and make
for easy hstening.
As with Sixteen Stone,
Razorb/adeoffersa variety between fast, jolting songs and
slower. more mellow ones.
However, Razorblade combines the two more smoothly.
"Personal Holloway" and
"Greed Fly"startthealbum off

•

a

It's m1d-season reschedulmg time for the television
networksasABCannounced it w1ll bring Coach back to
fill the Wednesdayat8:30 p.m. ET / PT time slot starting
this week. Molly Ringwald's
Townies gets the boot for now.
but ABC claims It isn't canceled.
Also,NBCconfirmed plans to put
ABCs rejected The Naked Truth,
starring Tea Leoni, into the
1 hursdayat9:30p.m.ET/ PTtime
slot starling Jan . 9. Suddenly
Susan returns Feb 27 and moves
toThur daysatB:JOp.m.ET/ PT.

101 Dalmatians remained No I at the box off tee for
1tssecond week, earn mgan estimated $13.5 million.
Daylight, a heart stoppmg action film tarring
'>ylvcqer Stallone. opened at No.2 wnh $10.2 million. Stallone
pia)''> theel\ ·chtef of New York's Fmergency Med1cal Servtce who
was fnrccd out of hts JOb when several of his co-workers died
111 a uth Bronx buildtng he wa trying to evacuate.
Now he mes to redeem himself by savmg several
proplc trapped 111 a tunnel between Y and
New Jerse)' Daylight 1s followed m the
raungs by Star Trek: First Contact at
$6 7 mllhon. Jingle All the Way and
Ransom ucd at No. 4 With $5.4 mtlhon
Woody Allen's EveryoneS.ysiLove You
earned $114 OOOon threescreensin itsflr t
week om
(flmtng Attrcutwns were comptleJ hy £1m Subtty Artworf1 by
]t·[{'Morta/ Knmhat" Knetle Dates ar1d ti mn are subJeCt ro change.

Interview

Kula Shaker
K

(lnterscope)

Legacy of Ught Master Photographs from the
Cleveland. Museum of Art, running now through
February 2, 1997, is the first major exhibition to
focus on the museum's distinguished photography collection of
some 1,850 works Representing important movements or key
photographers, these images helpdefme the htstoryof the medium,
which began in 1839. The photographs in Legacy of Light tell an
engagmg. intertwined story about the medium, revealing the birth
and development of a
technical process and the
concurrent flowering of
creative expression. This
recounting has been broken
into three chronological
segments, each spanning
roughly 50 years and
characterized by its own
technical evolution and
aesthetic intent. Admission
is free Call 421-7340 for
more information.
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john Pizzarelli
Let's Share Christmas
(RCA)

&&
Let's face it: Christmas music
could use a good shot in the arm.
There's nothing worse than rad1o
listeners groaning over "jingle
Bell Rock "and changmg stations
by the middle of December. By
the time the holiday comes
around, instead of decking the
halls we're ready to deck the next
guy who so much as mutters "Fala-la-la-la" under his breath.
So if you're looking for a little
change of direcuon in mu ical
selecuons th1s season, be sure to
direct your ears away from john
Pizzarelli's new dtsc, Let's Share
Christmas from the RCA record
label. The album features a

strong with a quick pace and
forceful sound. They lead into
"Swallowed," the current radio
hit and probably the best song
on the disc.
"Cold Contagious" is a close
second, maintaining a medium
pace that changes with superb
vocals and instruments.
Mellower string tunes such
as "Straight No Chaser" and
"Bonedriven" even out the CD.
The tunes are a welcome listen
for "Glycerine' fans.
As might be expected with
Bush, the lyrics are a little less
than "happy." They are disjointed and hard to interpret. "Do
youfeelthe way you hate/ Do you
hate the way you feel! Wherever
you are you. will carry always/
The tru.th of the sca rs and darkness ofyourfaith" is reflective of
an overall mood presemed by
the lyrics.
With the release of sophomore effort Razorblade, comments'lftm'nthat Bush just want
to be Nir va na. I see some sim ilarities, but not at all to the extent some critics do. In fact, I've
heard people argue that Bush is
better than Nirvana.
Assomanypeopleconnected
with SixteenStone,itmay bedifficult forthem to initially adjust
to Razorblade. Some of the
songs at the tail end of the CD
could use improvement, but for
the most part it presents a much
stronger, rougher side of Bush.
-Tom O'Konowitz

jumble of holiday favorites remixed
and recycled without any of the
freshness Christmas music so desperate! y needs.
To be totally fair, all of the songs
only have one thing wrong with
them: Pizzarelli's nose. To be completely honest, that's a rather large
problem. I slipped the CD into my
player. sat back and closed my eyes
to let the music wash over me only
to be inundated with a frightening.
nasal rendition of 'White Christmas:
The title of another song asks
"What Are You Doing New Year's
Eve?" Chances are, not listening to
this album. Unless, of course, you
want to put yourself through a
roller coaster of emotion. Each tune
wavers between happyandsad,festivity and tired sluggishness.
The only thing that saves
Pizzarelli's holiday offering is the
backup provtded by a brass and
percussion orchestra . A jazzy
rhythm accompanied by clean,
smooth trumpet sounds makes for
a little flavorfu!Chnstmascelebra tion.lt'senoughtomakeSaintNick
want to cut a rug before leaving the
disc under the tree
But even the orchestra is an accomplice m systematically tearing
apart the beautiful "Stlent Ntght."

The past year brought its share
of British invaders into the American music scene. Some of these
bands found success in the United
States and some fizzled. But all of
these Brit rockers havecometothis
land of blue jeans and greasy food
with one common thread: They
are all over-hyped.
Kula Shaker, the latest offering
from the land the Beatles built,
disregard the media noise and
prove to be one of the most promising bands. Their debut, K, is a
blend of airy, psychedelic rock
laced with Hindu spirituality.
Songs "Tattva," which is in pretty
heavy rota tion on MTV, and
"Govinda ·create a mystical mood
with their mantras and ambient
moments.
Other selections offer a more
pop/ rock feel. "Hey Dude," the first
track on thedisc,isoneof the stronger and heavier songs. Other favorites include the mellow, spiritual instrumental "Sleeping ]iva"
and the rockin' "303."
Kula Shaker have put together
a fine first album. The lyrical fascination with Indian c
reli ion is well-writtenMa•n·~d~o"Jr!!'re"'rs""·
an interestJng instght into the
realm of Krishna consciousness.
Vocalist Crispian Mills has a
smooth delivery and knows how
and when toe ross that mellow line
and fall over the edge with a song.
-jim Miles
J) -

of time
-fair

waste

Jl .J!
JJ Ji - Jllood
j) Jl tf) J! - ••cellent

J)

j) J) jJ ,JJ

JJ -

lnot..t elasslc

I'm not afraid to say that I've heard
renditions of this song that made
me misty-eyed. Pizza rell i's version
made me cry.
lt begins with a trilly, winter
wonderlandish flute melody that
recalls pleasant images of soft,
fluffy snowflakes and drowsy
nights by the fire . Apparently
Pizzarelli lets himself become too
taken by the music. When his
voice interrupts the wintry reverie, hesoundsas if he'sabout halfasleep himself Either that or too
bored to sing this last track of the
album.
As we sit trying to keep our eyelids open, the background trumpets suddenly announce their
presence with gusto. At this point,
the mustc becomes less harmony
and moreadiscordantstruggle between the woodwinds and brass.
Rather than the peaceful night of
Christ's birth, it reminds us of an
apocalyptic battle. Meanwhile,
Pizzarelli doesn't seem to notice
the mutiny of his backup instruments.
In short, if you're into the givmg spint this Christmas. give an other thought or two before giving
Pizzarelli's Let's Share Christmas.
Your ears will thank you for it.

with anticipation for the last two
hours. the time had ar rived for my
scheduled interview with john
Linnell who along with John
Flansburgh makes up the band
They Might Be Giants.
I was warm in my dorm room
but well aware of the snow still
lurking on the ground outside.
Linnell was on the sun-drenched
West Coast, fresh off of a slew of
shows in Portland and Los Angeles and preparing to play in San
Diego.
Familiar with TMBG's unique
sound and off-the-wall lyrics, I
wasn't sure what to expect. To my
surprise, Linnell asked the first
question:"Have you heard the new
album?" I told him I had played the
tune "Exquisite Dead Guy" off this
same new album, Factory Showroom, on WUjC. "'Exquisite Dead
Guy' is definitely a part of what
we're all about," he replied. "I'm not
sure if you know the story behind
that one."
I did not, so he proceeded to tell
me about this game invented by
sur rea lists."!guess you're supposed
to sit in a group and write the pans
of a "entence. Each personcontribute~ one word, and the first time

Brownie
Mary
looking
for green
in near
future

they tried this, the sentence read
somethmg like, 'The exqu isite
corpse drinks ...' some kind of
wineorsomething. lcan'tremember exactly. The game ended up
being called 'The Exquisite
Corpse Game.'
"Both of us have
these multi-track tape
recorders." he continued. "One of us would
record , much like the game, and
then pass the tape to the other.
We recorded one song rough! yin
that manner. It didn't make it on
any of our records, and so the idea
kind of surfaced lyrically in the
tune "Exquisite Dead Guy."
The willingness of TMBG to
adopt unconventional methods
and mix musical styles is what
gives them their allure. Surprisingly. their success comes with
little or no formal musical training. "One thing I remember, my
family had this big house in the
suburbs of Boston. Somebody
needed a bunch of stuff moved
and arranged to have this piano
in our living room over the winter. They basically just disappeared for seven years or so.'
"Every day after school ended,
it was just the piano in front of
me. I gravitated tO it. lt was quite
serendipitous. My mother's a
fairly decorous woman, so she
cleaned up the piano a bit and put
new ivory on the keys. When our
friends reappeared after seven
years they took the piano back,
and my Mom could tel! I was not
the same. She actually went out
and bought me an expensive up-

right."
dump,actual! y,quite frightening. newsgroup where I believe people
Linnellcontinued to teach him- By that timejohn had a four-track chat about concerts or songsself, picking up stray brass instru- reel-to-reel. We were able to do people who maybe should get outments in the htgh school band more of theoriginalthingwewere doors more of ten •
room. He actually attended high trying for "
Still another avenue for TMBG
school with Flansburgh . "We
Thefive-mem ber band thatap- is their Dial-A-Song service.
worked on the high school news- pears on the new album was not "We've been running the thing
paper together"
always a reality. "In '82, we per- since '83. It's really the simplest
'Flansburgh's story is actually formed as a duo. We felt like we waytogetout new material. When
more interesting. He didn't take up were a rock band,ahhough we had you're on the road , you have to
an mstrument in high school. He tape recorders behmd us backing carry your gear back and forth to
was more concerned with record- usup. By '84,wehadgottentothe the clubs, and there 1s so much
ing. He had this fancy two-track point where we were part of this other business stuff. The Dtal-Atape recorder - thisopen-reel thing 'performance an' scene. We were Song requires no work. Really, it's
where you could record
peculiar to me that
tracks individually You
no one else does this.
could bounce back and
You can call up and
"... we managed to make a
forth and overdub. It was
listen to new They
really the preferred
Might Be Giants.
video that actually got on
method in those days."
Some people have
"He was finally given a Nickelodeon first, then out of
tried to tell us to
guitar by this fnend of
make a proftt of It,
ours." Lin nell wem on. 'He pure luck landed on MTV.
but we've stood our
had always wanted one,
ground. For time imbut it wasoneof those leaps There we were-right
memorial you get to
he couldn't make. He imhear material that is
mediately immersed himnot on a record and
self into it. As I recall, it between Whitney Houston
does not overlap
wtth our recorded
only had two or three and Whltesnake... ,
strings at first. He very
material."
gradually started adding
With the volume
john Linnell
strings. Actually, now that
of their recordings, I
I think about it, he might
wondered tf he had a
have started off with only
favonte song or alone string. At any rate, it was a not exactly the typical perfor- bum. Some artists respond that
very gradual stringing process.·
mance artists, where you would they treat their songs like chilFlansburgh and Linnell went read from a book. stand on a tree dren. so then they love them all
to different colleges. Flansburgh stump and put light bulbs in your equally. "That's a pretty evasive
attendedschoolatAntioch in Ohio eyes. After about four years, we response. We've used that one befor a period."lt wasjustsortof luck felt like we were old-timers."
fore ," Lin nell responded "We
that john and 1ended up in New
Acareer that hasspanned more probably do have favorite songs.
York in 1981. We moved into this than a decade started off small. We don't really thmk that lov·
one building where everybody "An independent recording com- ingly about our songs. As parents,
seemed to be living.lt was really a pany. Bar None. got ahold of the we'd probably be the type lhat
'You'\\ have to pay your own
first cassette. Our second release

What's in a name?: Brownie Mary got their name from a lady who
made marijuana brownies for AIDS and cancer patients.

Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter

The enngetic music of the
PJI[sburgh -based band ,Brownie
Mary. rocked a packed Wolf -NPot last Thursday. The band,
comprised of the beautiful
Kelsey Barber on lead voca Is.
Rich Jacques on lead guitar, Ron
Btssel on bass guitar, and drummer l\hrk Rajakovic on drums,
have been playing in the eastern
part of the country since 1994
when rhey won the Bud Light/
GraffttJ Rock Challenge.
Barber and jacques, the original members of Brownie Mary,
started the band in 1993 when
they met at Bethany College in
We t Virginia. Sissel and
Rajakovic jomed Ihem this past
September. "It was our destiny,"
satd Rajakovic.
At that time. it was rumored
1hat the band would be breakmg up "We had every intention
of conunuing."said Sissel. Bisset
and RaJakovic said they learned
alx>u1 20 songs tn three days of
rehrarsal After those rehearsals thev have been on the road
every ,;.ce k fort hree tofourdays.

Barber's powerful vocals and
the unique talents of the other
mus1c1ans produce a umque
sound. Sissel calls it a "sultry,
smoky blues· sound.
Barber's vocals can produce
a vast array of sounds. "There
is a real pretty side to her voice."
Bisselsaid,"but when she wants
to, she can wail" The pretty
side to Barber's votce IS noticeable in songs such as "That's
Right" and "T.V. Song" on their
'94 release That's Me. The rock
side to her voice is prevalent in
"Bitch" and "Kachina," the latter of which appears on the
Who's YourDaddy?EPreleased
in November of '95.
Sissel brings the blues influencetothe band because he
played the blues before joining
up. According to him, the jazz
sound comes£ rom jacques who
writes much of the music and
lyrics. "Rich mixes lots of Jazz
chords with regular chords,"
Bisselsaid. Barberhasalsobeen
doing his share. writing some
very good stuff lately.
Brownie Mary, who took
their name from a lady who

made marijuana brownies for
AlDSand cancer patients. have
many accomphshments to be
proud of. They have opened for
Hootie and the Blowfish. the
Dave Matthews Band and fellow 'burghers Rusted Root.
The biggest accomplishment for this band came in Oc·
tober of '95 when they played
for President Clinton at the
AnnuaiDemocraucSaxophone
Club Fundraiser. This came as
acompletesurprisetothem because they didn't know they
were playing until the night
before their performance.
They were selected from
among several bands that were
under consideration. Barber
was quoted assaying in the Tnbune-Review that it made them
realize that they were heading
in the right direction.
The future looks very bright
for Brow me Mary who are conftdent that they wtll be signed.
Rajakov1c and B1ssel both said
that many people from the
music industry are commg to
Pittsburgh to see what else the
music scene has to offer.

lucky for us. In fact, we m~n'"'"rl
to make a video that actually got
on Nickelodeon first, then out of
pure luck landed on MTV. There
we were-right between Whitney
Houston and Whitesnake. The
song was called 'Puppet Head.' lt
wasn't played on-air a lot, but the
attendance at our shows went
from 50 or 75 to 100 or 200. We
seemed pretty excited although I
wouldn't say we were catapulting
into stardom at the time."
Not strangers toexploringdifferent creative mediums, I asked
Linnell what he thought of the
internet. 'We have our own
website now. There's also a

I wanted to conclude with an
open·ended question. I was sure
he'd gone through the mtervtew
process a great many times, ~ I
wanted to know if there were any
questions he wished he would
have been asked. 'You probably
should have asked me that at the
begmning." he joked. Does their
mustc fn more wtth the'90's?"We
are a very contemporary band.
We've always been wary of the
idea of being fashionable. though.
It's not a real dependable type of
career move If you end up bemg
success[ ul at so met hmg that's not
your personal thing you're going
to be miserable."
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Taylor takes center stage
Brian Murphy
Assistant Sports Editor

Junior Artie Taylor takes aim during last week's win over Hiram.

Prior to the beginning of th1s
season,John Carroll men's basketball coach Mike Moran said that
lookmg forward to the OAC IS like
looking forward to walking the
plank. Afterthe BlueStreak'sfirst
two conference games, he has not
changed his mind.
"There's so much parody," said
Moran of the OAC "There's nothing to look forward to or get excited about."
The parody Moran speaks of
manifested itself in last week's
conference games against Hiram
and Otterbein. Last Wednesday,
Hiram invaded the Shula Sports
Center for the opening game of
each team's conference schedule.
The Streaks defeated Hiram, 8877, but not without a battle.
The Streaks took control of the
game early capi tali zing on multiple turnovers by the Terriers. The
Streaks pulled ahead further with
a 20-6 run midway through the
first half that gave JCU a 40-19
edge. Jun ior Artie Taylor had 10
points during the run including a
one-handed dunk ove r a pair of

Terriers. Senior joey Bigler, who
neued 18 points on the night ,
added two of his four first-half
three-pointers during the streak.
After junior Greg Balster 's
buzzer-beating hoop gave JCU a
48-28 halftime advantage, it appeared that the Streaks would
coast to their first conference win .
"The first half was fun," Taylor
said. "I was thinking blowout, but
1guess 1 was wrong."
Indeed. Hiram emerged from
the locker room and two minutes
into the second half em barked on
an eight minute, 21-0 run. Junior
Josh Jakacki ran off the first ll
points of the run to slice theJCU
lead to 54-41. Back-to- back threepointers by senior Tom King cut
the Streaks' advantage to 54-51.
Taylor stopped t he bleeding
with a basket at the 10:05 mark
ButJakacki, who finished with 29
points, banked in a three-pointe r
from the top of the key to tie the
contest at 58 with 8:04 remaining
in the game.
]CU broke the tie as Taylor again
came up big, scoring off an offensive rebound. The Streaks looked
to be pulling away as they led by

Seven wrestlers place at RIT Invitational
Mark Boleky
Sports Reporter

(,ompeti ng against opponents
fromDivi ionsl,Jlandlll,theJohn
Carroll Universirywresdingteam
placed SIXth at the Rochester In stitute of Tl'chnology lnvitallonal
last Sat urday.
Alt\wu h 1,
hnish~ i the
m
" r r ~
er .r cB JC
Streaks placed second among Di VISion Ill schools, just 6.5 points
behind Springfield University.
"There was a lot of qualitycom ~tition at th1s tournament ," sa id
senior Sean Pellerite. "Everyone
gained !experience! from some
highly ranked oppo nents"
Pellmt , seeded second at the
tournament. finished 2- 1 as the
runner-up in the 190-pound class.

The former All-American is now
6-3 for the season despite competing against entirely Division I opponents.
Alsoplacingsecondat RIT was
seniorjason Kessen at 158pounds.
A!though noJCU wrestlers placed
first in their individual weight
c\asses,seven Streaks placed over-

back into contention."
Many JCU wrestlers placed in
spots higher tha n thei ri ni tial seeding. Unseeded junior Justin Kerr
won six of his seven matches to
finish third.
In the process, Kerr raised his
season record to a team-leading
11-2 H\!i final three victories at

a ll and 14 o I won at ea<t one

1 7 pounds, in succc sion. came

match.
Due to the outstandi ng level of
competition at the RlT tourna ment, manyJohnCarroll wrestlers
were seeded low or not at all . The
Invitational was double-elimina tion and several Streaks lost in the
early rounds.
"Wecameout kmd of slow," said
assistant coach Tony Pariano, "but
it was good to see the guys work

over a fift h, third and sixth seed.
Sophomore Rich Eslich upset
two seeded opponents and placed
in a tournament for the first time
since 1993, taking sixth in the
heavyweight division.
junior Chris Roman, though,
may have registered the most impressive perform ance for th e
Streaks. He lost his second match
but then won four co nsecutive
matches to place third in th e 142pound class.
Overall, the Streaks would have
had a good chance of placing in
the tournament's top three if they
had not lost senior Matt Colucci

Parnell's
0

early in the Invitational. At 126
pounds, Colucci suffered a k nee
injury in his first match and was
forced to retire from the event.
Colucci was previously undefeated and his contribution could
very well have pushed John Carroll into the top three, as the
Streaks finished only seven points
hind third pace fini her Appalachian State.
'Obviously,themostimportant
thing is his health, and it appears
that everything is fine,' coach
Kerry Volkmann said.
Colucci's injury is not believed
to be a serious one and he will
have time to recuperate as John
Carroll does not compete again
until the Florida College Duals in
Orlando December 29-30.
"This tournament will have the
top Division Ill schools in the
country,"Parianosaid. "It will put
us in the right mindset for the
National Duals, which follow right
afterwards."

nine with 4·51 remaining. But
Hiram pulled to within three just
a minute later. An 8-0 run, however, dunng which Taylor had six
points, fin1shed off the Terriers.
"It was a typical OAC game,"
said Taylor, who scored 32 points
and grabbed 10 rebounds. "The
last place team can knock off the
first place team anytime "
Af te r surviv ing the Terrier deluge, JCU traveled to Westerville
on Saturday to battle Onerbein at
the Rike Center. In another tough
gametheStreaks,again led by Taylor, topped the Cardinals, 87-76.
JCU trailed for most of the first
half and struggled to get mto a
consistent flow on offense. But
consecutive baskets by seniorJohn
Samol helped propel the Streaks
to a 36-35\ead at half time.
The second hal f was characterized by multiple ties and lead
cha nges. A pair of free throws by
junior Ryan Esk ridge with5:39left
gave]CU the lead for good at 6867. Eskridge had 16 points, 14 of
which ca me in the second half,
and six boards in the game.
Following Eskridge's fr ee
throws, a 15-4 run by JCU put the
game out of reach.
Taylor finished the game with
23 points and five rebounds. J CU
assistant coach john Steadman
said the key to Taylor's overall consistent play this season has been
his controL
"He's been very act ive ,"
Steadman said. "When he stays
active and doesn't hurry. he's effective."
Senior David Pfundstein also
chipped in withanothersolid performance. Against Hiram, he netted 10 points and handed out six
assists. At Otterbein, he contributed 16 points, 5 rebounds, 5 assists and 4 steals.
Pfundstein said the Streaks' experience showed toward the end
of the Otterbein game. "Ottebein
is a young team and 1 think our
experience with our upperclassmen showed," Pfundstein said.
jCU, now6-0overall and 2-0in
the OAC, battled Marietta la st
night at the Shula Sports Ce nter.
The Streaks will rema in in the
friendly confines of the Shula
Center to take on Mount Union
Saturday night.
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Women's basketball scores big in OAC openers Surprising Streaks race to 5-l start, 3-0 in conference play
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

lf anyone can stop the express
known as the John Ca rroll
women's basketball team, please
step forward.
The Blue Streaks contin ued
their excellent start to the 1996-97
season with two more victories
last week They ran the Terriers of
Hiram off their own floor last
Tuesday with a 48-point win, 9749. Last Saturday, the St reaks
opened up their home schedu le
with a comeback victory over
Marietta, 74-58, scoring 53 points
in the second half .
T he Streaks controlled the
tern po of the entire game against
Hiram. JCU exploded for over 90
points for the second time this year,
a feat th ey d id notaccomplishonce
last season.
"We pushed t he ball up the
floor ext remely well," said coach
Carol Dugan. "Ou r transitio n
gamewaseffective,givingusa lot
of quick baskets."
By the end of the first half JCU
led 53-22. The Streaks shot a blistering 67.7 percent from the field
in the first 20minutes,wh ile hold ing the Terriers to 27.6 pe rcent
shooting.
Senior Deana Bahhur once
again led all scorers with 16 points
and added four rebound s. Freshman guard Allison Likar gave a
sol id performance, nettinS seven
poims and dishing out three assists in only eight minutes of playin g tim e.
"It's nice tool?en upon the road
'Jtn-rile'tiA'
a w m , said
Dugan. "The freshmen really
ste pped up and contributed, but it
was an ovcra l1 solid effort by everyone."
"F.ver)'One contributed against
Hiram ," said Biehle. "To score t hat
~any poi ntsshows the explosiveness of our team and what our
offense can do."
The Blue Streaks won their
fourth game of the season on Sat-

urday, 74-58, over conference foe
Marietta. However, th e Streaks
struggled in the first half against
the Pioneers and trailed at halftime, 26-21.
JCU shot a lowly 28.6 percent
from the field in the first half.
Marietta shut down the Streaks'
inside game bydoublingdown on
defense. The second half was a
different story, though.
The Streaks came out of the
locker room and went on a 14-5
run in thefirst four minutesof the
second half. Once they were able
to establish their inside-o utside
offensive game plan, JCU settled
into its offense. Led by Maggie
O'Gara's three-for-five shooting
from three-point range, the Blue
Streaks scored 53 points in their
highest scoring half of the season.

"Ktcking the ball outside rea II y
opened things up in the middle,"
said Biehle. "Maggie was able to
hit the threes, allowing Vikki to
score inside."
Willson had the best game of
her young collegiate career. She
dominated down low, scoring 29
points and bringing down 17 rebounds. Bahhur netted 18 points
and 12 rebound s, adding to the
Streaksdominantf rontcourt play
"V ikk1 played a tremendous
game," said Dugan. "We stayed
with what was working and kept
feedinginntoher. She'ssogoodat
taking her oppone nt to the basket.
She runs the floor very well and is
act iveat bot hends,offensively and
defensively."
Tuesday night JCU hosted
Otterbein. The Streaks came back

for the second straight game, defeating the Cardina ls, 77-66, for
their third straight victory. They
struggled in the first half, shootingonly 38 percent from the field .
A 19-8 run by Otterbein just before
halftime sentjCU into the locker
room trailing the Cardinals by a
score of 39-33.
Momentum begantoshiftearly
in the second half as the Blue
Streaks (5-1, 3-0 OAC) went on a
lQ-2 run. The Streaks stepped up
the full court pressure. forcing a
number of Otterbein turnovers
and creating an up-tempo game.
Trailing 46-43, john Carroll
proceeded to goon a 28-12 run,led
by freshmen Erin Jimison and
Allison Likar.jimtson was on fire,
scoring a career-high 14 points in
flVe mmutes, whileconnectingon

four three-pointers Likar added
two threes of her own as the
Streaks took control of the game.
"After the first one went tn, I
was really pumped,"saidjimison.
"I hadn't played in the first half,
and !just went in and shot the ball
like coach Dugan wanted . It
helped that my teammates were
looking for me and that our defense was able to steal the ball and
feed our offense."
JCU w1ll play at Mount Union
Saturday night at 7:30p.m
"We're defini tely off on the
right foot ," said O'Gara. "We've
been able to do what we had intended, but it's a long season. We
have a lot of depth and youth on
our team, and we've really come
together so far. I'm really pleased
with the way things are going.·
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Do yo• bave a bvorite teacber?

Luerezia Culieebia Award
for Teaebinlf Exeellenee
hltbe

Colle/fe of Arts a~~d Seienees
John Carroll University
Nommations will be accepted from January 13 through February 10,
J997,for the Lucrezia CulicchiaAwardfor Teaching Excellence.

~

Complete nominations should include a statement and/or documentation that the norllinee has
made a distinct difference in the teaching climate of the College of Arts and Sciences in such
areas as: model classroom teaching, campus leadership on teachingissues, pioneering teaching
methodology, creative course development and/or instructional support.
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least three John Carroll
University students who have taken at least one clas with the nominee; and letters from two
faculty colleagues. Also, letters of support from alumni would be welcome. Nominations
should be submitted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, no later than
Monday. February 10. 1997.
The award will be presented at the first faculty meeting of the College of Arts and Sciences
during the fall term. If further information is needed, contact the
Office of the Dean at 216!397-4215.
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Taylor takes center stage
Brian Murphy
Editor
Prior to the beginning of th1 s
season,j ohn Carroll men 's basketball coach Mike Moran sa id that
lookmg forward totheOACts like
looktng forward to walking the
plank. Afterthe Blue Streak 's first
two conference games, he has not
changed his mind .
"There's so much parody," said
Moran of the OAC "There's nothing to look forward to or get excited about."
The parody Moran speaks of
manifested itself in last week's
conference games against Hiram
and Onerbein. Last Wednesday,
Hiram mvaded the Shula Sports
Center for the opening game of
each team's conference schedule.
The Streaks defeated Hiram, 8877, but not without a battle.
The Streaks took control of the
game early capitalizing on multiple turnovers by the Terriers. The
Streaks pulled ahead further with
a 20-6 run midway through the
first half that gave JCU a 40-19
edge. junior Artie Taylor had 10
points during the run including a
one-handed dunk over a pair of
Assistant Sports

••
Junior Artie Taylor takes aim during last week's win over Hiram.

Terriers. Senior j oey Bigler, who
nened 18 points on the night ,
added two of his four first-half
three- pointers during the streak.
After junior Greg Bals ter 's
buzzer-bea ting hoop gave JCU a
48-28 halftime adva ntage , it appeared that the Streaks would
coast to their first conference win .
"The first ha lf wa s fun ," Taylor
said. "I was thinking blowow , but
I guess I was wrong "
Indeed. Hiram emerged from
the locker room and two minutes
into the second half em barked on
an eight minute, 21-0 run. Junior
josh Jakacki ran off the first 11
points of the run to slice thejCU
lead to 54-41. Back-to- back threepointers by senior Tom King cut
the Streaks' advantage to 54-51.
Taylor swpped the bleeding
with a basket at the 10:05 mark
Butjakacki , who finished with 29
points, banked in a three-pointer
from the top of the key to tie the
contest at 58 with 8:04 remaining
in the game .
]CU broke the tie as Taylor again
came up big, scoring off an offensive rebound. The Streaks looked
to be pulling away as they led by

Seven wrestlers place at RIT Invitational
Mark Boleky
Sports Reporter

Competing against opponents
from Divisions l,lland Ill , thejohn
Carroll University wrestling team
placed sixth at the Rochester In stitute of Trchnology Invitational
last Satu rd~y.
m

A\l~U
t

h
e .

,r eRluc

Streaks placed second among Di vision Ill schools, just 6.5 points
behind Springfield University.
"There was a lot of qualitycom J'Ctition at this tournament," said
senior Scan Pellerite. "Everyone
gained !experience] from some
highly ranked opponents."
Pellcrne, seeded second at the
tournament, finished 2-1 as the
runner -up i nthe 190-pound class.

The former All-American is now
6-3 for the season despite competing against entirely Division lopponems.
Alsoplacingsecondat RITwas
sen iorjason Kessen at 158 pounds.
AIt hough noJCU wrestlers placed
first in their individual weight
classes, seven Streaks placed over~11

back into contention."
Many JCU wrestlers placed in
spots higherthan theiri n itial seeding. Unseeded junior Justin Kerr
won six of his seven matches to
finish third.
In the process, Kerr raised his
season record to a team-leading
ll-2. His hnal three victories at

::tni:l 14 of 1'5 wnn ar lea<t one

167 pounds, in succession . came

march.
Due ro rhe outstanding level of
competition at the RlT tourna ment, manyJohnCarroll wrestlers
were seeded low or not at all. The
Invitational was double-elimination and several Streaks lost in the
early rounds.
"Wecameout kmdof slow," said
assistant coach Tony Pariano, "but
it was good to see the guys work

over a fifth, third and sixth seed.
Sophomore Rich Eslich upset
two seeded opponents and placed
in a tournament for the first time
since 1993, taking sixth in the
heavyweight division.
Junior Chris Roman, though,
may have registered the most impressive performance for the
Streaks. He lost his second match
but then won four consecutive
matches to place third in the 142pound class.
Overall,theStreakswould have
had a good chance of placing in
the tournament's top three if they
had not lost senior Matt Colucci

Parnell's
0

early in the Invitational. At 126
pounds, Colucci suffered a knee
injury in his first match and was
forced to retire from the event.
Colucci was previously undefeated and his contribution could
very well have pushed john Carroll into the top three , as the
Streaks finished only seven points
behind third pace rinisher Appalachian State.
"Obviously,themostimponam
thing is his health, and it appears
that everything is fine,' coach
Kerry Volkmann said.
Colucci's injury is not believed
to be a serious one and he will
have time to recuperate as John
Carroll does not compete again
until the Florida College Duals in
Orlando December 29-30.
"This tournament will have the
top Division Ill schools in the
country," Pariano said. "It will put
us in the right mindset for the
Nationa IDuals, w hie h follow right
afterwards."

nine with 4·51 remaining. But
Hiram pulled to within three just
a minute later. An 8-0 run, however, during which Taylor had six
points, finished off the Terriers.
"It was a typical OAC game,"
said Taylor, who scored 32 points
and grabbed 10 rebounds. "The
last place team can knock off the
first place team anytime "
After surviving the Terrier deluge, JCU traveled to Westerville
on Saturday to battle Otterbein at
the Rike Center. In another tough
game theStreaks,again led by Taylor, topped the Cardinals, 87-76.
JCU trailed for most of the first
half and struggled to get into a
consistent flow on offense. But
consecutive baskets by seniorJohn
Samol helped propel the Streaks
to a 36- 35lead at halftime.
The second half was characterized by multiple ties and lead
changes. A pair of free throws by
junior Ryan Eskridge with 5:39lef t
gaveJCU the lead for good at 6867. Eskridge had 16 points, 14 of
which came in the second half,
and six boards in the game.
Following Eskridge's free
throws, a 15-4 run by JCU put the
game out of reach.
Taylor finished the game with
23 points and five rebounds. JCU
assistant coach john Steadman
said the key to Taylor'soverallconsistent play this season has been
his control.
"He's been very active, "
Steadman said. "W hen he stays
active and doesn't hurry, he's effective ...
Senior David Prundstein also
chipped in withanothersolid performance. Against Hiram, he netted 10 points and handed out six
assists. At Otterbein, he contributed 16 poims, 5 rebounds, 5 assists and 4 steals.
Pfundsteinsaid the Streaks' experience showed toward the end
of the Otterbein game. "Ottebein
is a young team and I think our
experience with our upperclassmen s howed ," Pfundstein said.
JCU,now6-0overalland 2-0in
the OAC. battled Marietta last
night at the Shula Sports Center
The Streaks will remain in the
friendly confines of the Shula
Center to take on Mount Union
Saturday night.
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Women's basketball scores big in OAC openers
Surprising Streaks race to 5-l start, 3-0 in conference play
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

If anyone can stop the express
known as the john Carroll
women's basketball team , please
step forward.
The Blue Streaks continued
their excellent start to the 1996-97
season with two more victories
last week. They ran the Terriers of
Hiram off their own floor last
Tuesday with a 48-point win , 9749. Last Saturday, the Streaks
opened up their home schedule
wi t h a comeback victory over
Marietta, 74-58, scoring 53 points
in the second half.
The Streaks controlled the
tempo of the entire game against
Hiram. JCU exploded for over 90
points for the second time this year,
a feat th ey did notaccomplishonce
last season .
"We pushed the ball up the
floor extremely well ," said coach
Carol Dugan. "Our transition
game was effective, giving usa lot
of quick baskets."
By the end of the first half JCU
led 53-22. The Streaks shot a blistering 67.7 percent from the field
in thefirst 20minutes.while hold ing the Terriers to 27.6 percent
shooting.
Senior Deana Bahhur once
again led all scorers with 16 points
and added four rebounds. Freshman guard Allison Likar gave a
solid performance, nettins seven
points and dishing out three assists in only eight minutes of playing time.
" It 's nice to oRen upon the road
-rrr.41le't1A' with a wm, s id
Dugan "The freshmen really
te pped up and contributed, but it
was a n overall solid effort by eve1 yone
"Everyone contr ibuted against
Hiram,·' sa id Biehle. "To score that
ma ny points shows theexplostveness of our team and what our
offen se can do."
Th e Blue Streaks won their
fourth ga me of th e season on Sat-

urday, 74-58, over conference foe
Marietta. However, the Streaks
struggled in the first half against
the Pioneers and trailed at half time, 26-21.
JCU shot a lowly 28.6 percent
from the field in the first half.
Marietta shut down the Streaks'
inside game by doubling down on
defense. The second half was a
different story, though.
The Streaks came out of the
locker room and went on a 14-5
run in the first four minutes of the
second half. Once they were able
to establish their inside-outside
offensive game plan, jCU settled
into its offense. Led by Maggie
O'Gara's three-for-five shooting
from three-point range, the Blue
Streaks scored 53 points in their
highest scoring half of the season.

"K1cking the ballourside really
opened things up in the middle,"
said Biehle. "Maggie was able to
hit the threes, allowing Vikki to
score inside."
Willson had the best game of
her young collegiate career. She
dominated down low, scoring 29
points and bringing down 17 rebounds. Bahhur netted I8 points
and 12 rebounds, adding to the
Streaksdominanrf rontcourt play
"Vikki played a tremendous
game," said Dugan. "We stayed
with what was working and kept
feeding it into her. She's so good at
taking her opponent to the basket.
She runs the floor very well and is
active at bot hends,offensivelyand
defensively."
Tuesday night JCU hosted
Ouerbein. The Streaks came back

for the second straight game, defeating the Cardinals, 77-66, for
their third straight victory. They
struggled in the first half, shootingonly 38percent from the field .
Al9-8 run by Otterbein just before
halftime sentJCU into the locker
room trailing the Cardinals by a
score of 39-33.
Momentum began toshiftearly
in the second half as the Blue
Streaks (5-1 , 3-0 OAC) went on a
10-2 run. The Streaks stepped up
the full court pressure, forcing a
number of Otterbein turnovers
and creating an up-tempo game.
Trailing 46-43, John Carroll
proceeded to goon a 28-12 run, led
by freshmen Erin Jimison and
Allison Likar.jimtson was on fire,
scoring a career-high 14 points ln
five m mutes, while connecting on
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four three-pointers. Likar added
two threes of her own as the
Streaks took control of the game.
• Af tcr the first one went in, I
was really pumped," said Jimison.
"I hadn't played in the first half,
and I just went in and shot the ball
like coach Dugan wanted. It
helped that my teammates were
looking for me and that our defense was able tostealthe ball and
feed our offense."
JCU will play at Mount Union
Saturday night at 7:30p. m
"We're definitely off on the
right foot," said O'Gara. "We've
been able to do what we had intended, but it's along season. We
have a lot of depth and youth on
our team. and we've really come
together so far. I'm really pleased
with the way things are going.•
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.John Carron University
Nominations will be accepted from January 13 through February 10,
J997,for the Lucrezia CulicchiaAwardfor Teaching Excellence.
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Complete nominations should include a statement and/or documentation that the nominee has
made a distinct difference in the teaching climate of the College of Arts and Sciences in such
areas as: model classroom teaching, campus leadership on teachingissues, pioneering teaching
methodology, creative course development and/or instructional support.
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least three John Carroll
University students who have taken at least one class with the nominee; and letters from two
faculty colleagues. Also, letters of support from alumni would be welcome. Nominations
should be submitted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, no later than
Monday. Februaa 10. 1997.
The award will be presented at the first faculty meeting of the College of Arts and Sciences
during the falltenn. If further information is needed, contact the
Office of the Dean at 216!397-4215.
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•Views/Editorial

.... _

How the Grinch stole
breakfast
It may take more than the usual amount of push and
shove to rouse the average Carroll student, but even we
have our limits. Tinker with our voting procedures, and
we raise an eyebrow Make parking a chore, and we
grumble. But try and touch our food, and we snap like
starving Dobermans.
After twenty-nine years, the weekend celebration
known as Christmas Carroll Eve had to change its
agenda. As a consequence, the climatic aftermass midnight brunch,a.k.a. "The best meal you'll ever get here,"
became crowds of people standing around the half-lit
It's kind of strange. As I write this, I find myself
cafeteria, munching cake and cookies and telling freshin
a
rather peculiar situation. I am in great
men, "Yeah, but you should have seen this last year."
anticipation
of perhaps one of the biggest days in a
Officially, the word is that whatever was taken away
college student's !ife. Yet, when I read this in print
from the midnight brunch was put into the Christmas
Thrusday morning, as you do now, it all will be
dinner earlier that evening. One of the various reasons
over. History. I will never again turn 21. All that
for this include cutting down on the number of drunk
remains will be memories.
people that reportedly stumbled into the cafeteria last
just like many other juniors, I've been anticipating the big day for several months now. My friend
year.
and I have been talking
Well and good. But did practical considerations
about how great it will be
overwhelm the spirit of the evening? Are students
to no longer have big
Cherie
griping just to gripe, or do we have a legitimate basis to
black X's smeared across
Skoczen
do so? Perhaps the ones with the most cause to gripe
my fists each time we go
News Editor
were the ones least present-off campus students.
out. Several months ago
Whether or not the "new and improved" Christmas
we figured out that I
would turn 21 on a
dinner was our tit-for-tat equal reciprocal for the "new
Wednesday, which is
and reduced" midnight brunch is a subjective argument.
college ID night at the
Commentary
But what cannot be disputed is that switching the emBoot Scoot in's Saloon.
phasis of the Christmas Carroll festivities from brunch
Much to the dismay of
to dinner deprived many off-campus students of the
many of my other non-country music loving
opportunity to celebrate the holidays with their onfriend s, l knew I wamed to spend my 21st birthday
campus peers. Instead of throwing open the gates in
line dancing at my newly found favorite place, the
orde r to invite off-campus students to experience in a
Boot. The anticipation of the big day has been
real. But.. now it's all over lna matter of 24
w y h don' u n , th dinn rfor doff- arnpu
hours, it's gone. A II that remains are the memories.
students to wait in line and shell out cash before partakIn my first two decades on this planet, I've come
ing of Carroll's holiday roast beef.
to realize a few things about life and about how 1
If the reason for the cutbacks was indeed the problem
vlew it. For instance, for me, anticipation can be
of intoxication during Christmas Carroll Eve, off -camthe best part of life's many adventures because you
pus studen ts are the only ones now being punished for
can dream them to be what you want; you're
this offense, and probably unfairly. If one group of
dreams can't disappoint.
Even though some people believe it's good to
st udenrs are getting drunk on Lee Road, and another set
live
for the moment, l tend to disagree. By defimof s tudents are getting drunk in Campion Hall, it's a good
tion,
a moment is a bnef interval of time, af!
deal more likely that the on-campus students are going
to make the effort of weaving across Belvoir to eat eggs
than those a couple of miles away. In any case, entrance
to the caf ctcria is easily controlled. Perhaps it would be
Remember back in grade school when homework was
a Monday through Thursday mght chore? Rarely did a
better, with advanced notice, to post sentries at cafeteria
reacher give a weekend homework assignment, and
entrances to turn away those suspected of drinking, and
homework over a holiday break was unheard of.
thus punish the ones that truly merit it instead of the
Then came high school, and weekend homework
entire s hool.
.
asstgnmenrs became a reality, as did holiday homework
I[ the reason for the cutbacks was simply to save
assignments. Bur there were always a few reachers who
money, there might have been other places where penwere nice enough to ref rain from giving homework over
nie could have been pinched other than one of the most
holiday breaks
Now in college homework
talked-about and anticipated events of the year. The
ts
a
24-7 task. There's always
leftover from the quarter-millton dollar Gala could
the
catch-up
work, like that
h;lVe been frozen and re-served, for example. A lot of
Brian
42-pagc story which was due
binerncss over a little scrambled eggs and ham? Perhaps.
three days ago and you sti ll
Murphy
But going down into the caf tcria that night was a little
Assistant
have yet to start . Or
like running down to the tree on Christmas morning and something is ready to rear its
Sports Editor
finding no presents beneath it.
ugly head, like that calculus
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HIT: It's the last week of classes. mIss: Any
thought of preparing for finals ahead of time
is laughable. HIT: The enchantment of Christmas Formal. m I s s: People yakking all over
the dance floor, which tends to spoil such
magic. Hope you didn't spoil your shoes. HIT:
The wonderful nativity scene in the Atrium,
painted by Tyler Dorsey. Here's hoping support of ideas such as the Art Club will allow us
to enjoy the hidden talents of our students.
HIT: The way the ornaments dissappeared so
quickly from the Giving Tree.

PEACE ON E?.RTH
IN COMPUTER

instant. I don't live for the moment; it goes too fast.
Anticipating lasts longer and recollecting can last
forever.
Life is filled with many milestones, such as
turning 21 or graduating from college. These
milestone exist to keep us going, to give us
something to look forward to. Anticipation keeps
us going. Without anticipation, the moment , the
instant, the brief interval of time, would mean
nothing. Imagine that.
What would happen if all
of a sudden it was now
December 25? What if we
were forced into a time
machine that took us ahead
two weeks, and we were all
seated around the table for
Christmas dinner? Would
Christmas be as special if it
just came upon us out of
nowhere , with no preparation
or no anticipation? I don't think so.
Much-of the holiday comes in the four weeks
that precede it. Without Advem, without holiday
baking, without decorated shopping malls,
without h.oli~~hE;er.~i6tmas ,,.rouJj;il;l:J'W~...,,...........____~c;;:.
same. The whole point is the amicipation The
waiting. The mystery. The dreaming. The holiday
comes more in what precedes it than the actua l
day.
So don 't wish your life away by wishing for
some special event to hurry up and arrive. Enjoy
the anticipation of it because before you know it,
the day will come and go, just as 21st birthdays
come and go, and all that will remain will be
memories.

Make out your "nothing to do" list

HITS & misses

THE S IDEI'IA LKS NE?.R E?.ST
WD C?.MPION.

5. c ET1'ER (NOT DOT W.TRH) PRINTERS
6.

it's the only way I'll top anyone on the links
I'm going to warch all those movies I've wanted tO see
over the past three months bur haven't had the time to
watch. Bill Murray's got a newoneand Ransom ts
supposed to be just awesome.
I'm going to watch college basketball and see just
how good my Tarheels will be this year and what Dickie
V.'s new catch ph rase is this season.
I'm going to listen to the new Alan jackson CD
"Everything l Love'' and learn all
rhe words to every song. Then I'll
actually listen to all the music I
enjoy instead of just hearing it
while I do homework.
I'm going to eat mom's homecooking. Sorry, Marriott, but you
ain't got nothin' on mom
I'm going to drive a car which I
haven't done too much of since
school started in September. A
nice long cruise might be in order.
I'm going to spend some time
with my parents. Sure it's fun not to answer to anyone.
but once in a while l miss them.
I'm going to hang out with my brothers who 1grew
up with and saw daily and now barely see. After all, I
need sacrifices when playing the Sega golf game and I
can't toss the [ootball to myself or play one-on-one
basketball against mysel£.
I'm going to see a few friends who l haven't seen in a
while. f.-mail and phone calls are nice. but nothing beats
going out with an old buddy and shooting pool while
discussmg what's new and talking about the old days.
Yes, school has kept me busy rhe past three months.
But soon I'll have three school-less weeks. Nothmg will
stop me from domg what I've put off doing. I know that 1
won't think about school for three weeks. l'll sit back,
relax and enjoy myself. 1hope every one of you will, too.
Happy Holidays to ali'

15. SNOW SNOW SNOW SNOW
l& .
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Appreciate the Anticipation

test in two days and you still
can't figure our that damned
Commentary
mind-boggling chain rule.
Oh,don'r forget all rhe work
you are up-ro·date with and want to keep that way.
Unlike grade school and high school. there is only one
time of reprieve during a college school year. The only
time dunng whJCh there is absolutely, positively,
unequivocally no schoolwork robe done is, like Santa
Claus, coming to town. Get ready, folks, for Christmas
break
Now don't get me wrong. l know finals present a
maJOr road block to this most wonder[ ul time of the year.
But admit it. a three·week layoff is looking pretty nice
nght now. t. for one, am ready to be free of the burden of
schoolwork because 1can do what I want for three weeks.
I'm going to read a book because I want to. not
because t have to. l've beenrrying to read The Thtngs
They Carned smce August.
I'm going ro play Sega for hours upon hours. I mtss
myfavoritegame,PGA TourGolfll. Moreover, it's the
only way to golf in the middle of winter in Cleveland and
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College students reading at an eighth-grade level
William J. Moloney

between the principles of equity and excel- because a lot of their colleagues would be tual open admissions policy as a triumph of
lence that has haunted our schools for over thrown out of work. It is clear that colleges "access" and start requiring admissions
a generation.
have no problem with students who stay committees to actually insist on some caIn California, where the future always longer (and spend more). Today most state pacity to do college-level work.
seems to arrive first, a combination of ex- universitygraduates takefiveor more years
Finally l here is realization that high
plodingpopulation,financialstressandtax- to complete what used to be ca lled a "fo ur- school exit exams a ndcollege entran e cripayer unrest has led the state to consider year degree." Embarrassingly, drumming teria are the two complementary sides of
eliminating all college-level remedial pro- upsufficient paying customers has become the coin of standard Continuing the sysgrams. Somewhat plausibly, Gov Pete Wil- top priority for all but the oversubscribed tern of free passes docs no one any favor; it
only debases that comage. Similarly there
son has asked: "lf students can't do college- elite.
In Maryland the recent revelation that level work, why are they in college?"
The truth is both K -12 and higher edu- is recognition that unless K-12 and higher
46 percent of 1994 high school graduates
In Maryland similar questions are being cation share blame for the pervasive de- education folks both put their shoulders to
who-entered our public colleges and uni- asked, but because the political and finan- clineofstandardsandaccountability.Simi- thewhcelinthisadmmed\yl-1er ulcantask,
versities needed remediation was rightly cialpressuresarcnotyetasgreat,thedebate larlytoreversethisdec\\ne,lin erpoimin!J, thenthcrescueof Amencaneducatlonw•l'l
callect-~scandalous" by State Boa:rct of..,.EliluF--mmiffiiiVIlnlgltm!mrtn!fri"tft~m~.~~..;..,;,;,.~hftrfJrmrtllt!!ri'IIJ~mrr!!ftl~.lftiri.!ft"a'IP...-rtlriT..:. :;.:.;.::.:. :.:.;;;,;.,;. :;.;. ;
cation President Christopher Cross.
Here the folks in higher education seem laborative reform must begin.
High school students know that anY"
Thin-k mat's bad? Try Florida's 60 per- content to continue their remedial proIn Maryland some hopeful beginnings body can get a dtploma and anybody with
grams, but they'd rather have someone else to that cooperative effort are being made. money can get into college. No wonder our
cent.
For these purposes, the usual definition pay for them. Some have suggested that pub- A reformist State Board of Education is sermons on the virtues of perseverance fall
of remedial is "not functioning at an eighth- lie school districts should pay, since they're driving toward truly rigorous high school on deaf ears. However, as Albert Shanker
grade level." Thus it is entirely fair for the the ones who failed to educate the kids in assessments, which will require students says, "Don't blame kids for seeing the world
average citizen to ask: "How did these kids the first place. This argument is more than a to demonstrate fundamental knowledge as it is. Blame adults for letting it happen."
ever get out of high school, let alone into little disingenuous and sounds rather like and ability before being allowed to gradu- Better still, let's do something about it. All
col lege?" Or from a taxpayer's perspective: high schools blaming all their problems on ate. No more diplomas for"time served and our experience tells us that children will
"How long do we have to keep paying for a the failure of elementary schools.
good behavior." Simultaneously the state respond to higher expectations whenever
job that never seems togetdone?" In fashion,
Naturally California-type solutions are Higher Education Commission is recog- adulrs have the wisdom to set them and the
thesequestionsilluminatetheissuesof stan- somewhat distasteful to higher educators nizing that it must stop disguising a vir- courage to stand by them.
dards and accountability that are at the
heart of the battle to reform American education. They also show the tragic conflict
Washington Post
Nationwide it is hard to find better
evi dence of the general dysfunction of public education than the swelling numbers of
college students in need of remediation.
© The
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SU defends agenda
I am writing this letter in response to last
weeks editorial. I would first like to thank
the Carroll News for their criticism, the
Student Union is always looking for suggestions on which to improve ourselves. But I
would like to respond to your misrepresentation of a comment I made in my speech.
While it is true l stated that, "1 would consider this year a success if we accomplished
nothing else than the passage and implementation of SABBand the House of Representatives. 1also said a great deal more and
this was not mentioned in your article.
Therefore I believe your criticisms to be unwarranted because my comments were
taken our of context.
Iam very proud of the efforts and dedication made by the Student Union Senators
and the chartered organizations in passing
the House of Representatives. This implementation of the House of Representatives
marked this as a revol uuonary year,noton ly
for 30% of the student body, but for the
entirestudent body as a whole. Giving more
students a vmce and allowing students to
decide how they would like their money
disrnbuted can only have ]X>Siuve ramtficauons for rhe students of JCU.
In res]XJnse to the notion that the Student Union had no goals and no accomplishments 1 belteve to be mislead mg. The

executive of£icers, senators, and various
committee members have devoted countless hours to plan Big Brother-Big Sister
weekend, feed 50 families during Thanksgiving, collect gifts for children and the
elderly for Christmas, plan Homecoming
and Christmas formal, pass the House of
Representatives, run the video swre, bring
"Second City" and Brownie MarytoCarroll,
review charters, organize Project Gold and
keep the library open until 2am during
finals week; just to name a few. To say the
SU had no goals and no accomplishments
l believe is an unjustified statement.
The editorial also stated that as Student
Body President Idid not haveanagendafor
the rest of the year. Weill believe that the
rest of my State of the Union address was
not heard. This administration now looks
to organize that House of Representatives,
change the hours of the ltbrary, propose to
the administration a student activiues fee,
organize a Breast Cancer Awareness week.
plan the Marrion Apprecmtion din ner,and
iscurrentlyworking with the administration and the city of finding a solution ro
the parking issue. just as the Carroll News
demanded more from me, I demand more
from them. Warranted criticism is not
only good but imperative ro the cflective
running of a student government, but mtsleading and incomplete JOurnalism does
not help in these matters.

I hope to have clarified the misrepresentation of my State of the Union Address, but
note as the Carroll News pointed out, we are
here for you, toallowyourvoices to be heard.
So if there is an issue that concerns you,
please con tact any of the executive officers.
Weare always willing to listen to your concerns and help implement your ideas. I
wish you all luck on you finals and Happy
Holidays.

Dorahce Tavolario
Student Union President

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN.
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday, in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submi-tted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS ., jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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How the Grinch stole
breakfast
lt may take more than the usual amount of push and
shove to rouse the average Carroll student, but even we
have our limits. Tinker with our voting procedures, and
we raise an eyebrow. Make parking a chore, and we
grumble. But try and touch our food, and we snap like
starving Dobermans.
After twenty-nine years, the weekend celebration
known as Christmas Carroll Eve had to change its
agenda. As a consequence, the climatic af termass midnight brunch, a.k.a. "The best meal you'll ever get here,"
became crowds of people standing around the half-lit
cafeteria, munching cake and cookies and telling freshmen, "Yeah, but you should have seen this last year."
Officially, the word is that whatever was taken away
from the midnight brunch was put into the Christmas
dinner earlier that evening. One of the various reasons
for this include cutting down on the number of drunk
people that reportedly stumbled into the cafeteria last
year.
Well and good. But did practical considerations
overwhelm the spirit of the evening? Are students
gripingjust to gripe, or do we have a legitimate basis to
do so? Perhaps the ones with the most cause to gripe
were the ones least present-off campus students.
Whether or not the "new and improved" Christmas
dinner was our tit-for-tat equal reclprocal for the "new
and reduced" midnight brunch is a subjective argument
But what cannot be disputed is that switching the emphasis of the Christmas Carroll festivities from brunch
to dinner deprived many off -campus students of the
opportunity to celebrate the holidays with their oncampus peers. Instead of throwing open the gates in
order to invite off -cam pus students to experience in a
wayth yd n't
l\y, th dinn rfor doff-campus
students ro wait in line and hell out cash before partaking of Carroll's holiday roast beef.
If the reason for the cutbacks was indeed the problem
of intoxication during Christmas Carroll Eve, off-campuc:; rudenrs are the only ones now being punished for
this offense, and probably unfairly. If one group of
students are getting drunk on Lee Road, and another set
of students are getting drunk in Campion Hall, it's a good
deal more likcl y that the on-campus students are going
to make the effort of weaving across Belvoir to eat eggs
than those a couple of miles away. ln any case, entrance
ro the cafeteria is easily controlled. Perhaps it would be
beucr, with advanced notice, to post sentries at cafeteria
entrances to turn away those suspected of drinking, and
thus punish the ones that truly merit it instead of the
entire school.
rr rhe rca on for rhe cutbacks was simply to save
money , there might have been other places where pennies could have been pinched other than one of the most
tal ked-about and anticipated events of the year. The
lef rov rs from the quarter-million dollar Gala could
have been frozen and re-served, for example. A lot of
.
bitterness over a little scrambled eggs and ham? Perhaps.
But going down into the cafeteria that night was a little
like running down to the tree on Christmas morning and
finding no presents beneath it

HITS & misses
HIT: It's the last week of classes. mIss: Any
thought of preparing for finals ahead of time
is luughable. HIT: The enchantment of Christmas Formal. m I s s: People yakking all over
the dance floor, which tends to spoil such
magic. Hope you didn't spoil your shoes. HIT:
The wonderful nativity scene in tt'le Atrium,
painted by Tyler Dorsey. Here's hoping support of ideas such as the Art Club wi II allow us
to enjoy the hidden talents of our students.
HIT: The way the ornaments dissappeared so
quickly from the Giving Tree.
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2. PLOWil- ~ THE SIDEWI.LKS NEAR EI.ST

Anticipation

It's kind of strange. As I write this, I find myself
in a rather peculiar situation. I am in great
anticipation of perhaps one of the biggest days in a
college student's life. Yet, when 1 read this in print
Thrusday morning, as you do now, it all will be
over. History. l will never again turn 21. All that
remains will be memories.
just like many other juniors, l've been anticipating the big day for several months now. My friend
and I have been talking
about how great it will be
to no longer have big
Cherie
black X'ssrneared across
Skoczen
my fists each time we go
News Editor
out. Several months ago
we figured out that I
would turn 21 on a
Wednesday, which is
college ID night at the
Commentary
Boot Scootin's Saloon.
Much to the dismay of
many of my other non-country music loving
friends, 1knew 1wanted to spend my 21st birthday
line dancing at my newly found favorite place, the
Boot. The anticipation of the big day has been
great. Eu now it's all over. ln a matter o( 2 4
hours, it's gone. All that remains are the memories.
In my first two decades on this planet, l've come
to realize a few things about life and about howl
view it. For instance, for me, anticipation can be
the best part of life's many adventures because you
can dream them to be what you want; you're
dreams can't disappoint.
Even though some people believe it's good to
live for the moment, l tend to disagree By definition, a moment is a brief interval of time, an

instant. I don't live for the moment; it goes too fast.
Anticipating lasts longer and recollecting can last
forever.
Life is filled with many milestOnes, such as
turning 21 or graduating from college. These
milestone exist to keep us going, to give us
something w look forward to. Anticipation keeps
us going. Without anticipation, the moment, the
instant, the brief interval of time, would mean
nothing. Imagine that.
What would happen if all
of a sudden it was now
December 25? What if we
were forced into a time
mach ine that took us ahead
two weeks, and we were all
seated around the table for
Christmas dinner? Would
Christmas be as special if it
just carne upon us out of
nowhere, with no preparation
or no anticipation) I don 't think so.
Much of the holiday comes in the four weeks
that precede it. Without Advent, without holiday
baking, without decorated shopping malls,
withoutholicl.alu;~e.r....QI.~I(;Irii~tt.llWi!"?loi5;,;1
1 '111''o.u.l~"-'.bl:;:$-,,__-.,__1~
same. The whole point is the an ticipation. The
waiting. The mystery. The dreaming. The holiday
comes more in what precedes it than the actual
day.
So don 't wish your life away by wishing for
some special event to hurry up and arrive. Enjoy
the anticipation of it because before you know it,
the day will come and go, just as 21st birthdays
come and go, and all that will remain will be
memories.

Make out your "nothing to do" list
Remember back m grade school when homework was
a Monday through Thursday night chore? Rarely did a
teacher give a weekend homework assignment, and
homework over a holiday break was unheard of.
Then came htgh school, and weekend homework
assignments became a reality, as did holiday homework
assignments But there were always a few teachers who
were nice enough to rdrain from giving homework over
holiday breaks.
Now in college homework
is a 24-7 task. There's always
the catch-up work, like that
42-page story which was due
Brian
three days ago and you still
.rphy
have ye1 to stan. Or
Assistant
Sports Editor
something is ready to rear its
ugly head, like that calculus
test in two days and you still
can't figure out that damned
. Commentary
mind-boggling chain rule.
Oh,don't forget all the work
you are up-to-date with and want to keep that way.
Unlike grade school and high school, there is only one
time of reprieveduringa college school year. The only
time during which there is absolutely, positively,
unequivocally no schoolwork to be done is, like Santa
Claus, coming to town. Get ready, folks, for Chnstmas
break
ow don't get me wrong. I know finals present a
major roadblock to thts most wonderful time of the year.
But admit it, a three-week layoff is looking preny nice
right now. 1. for one, am ready robe free of the burden of
schoolwork because 1can do what I want for three weeks.
I'm gomg ro read a book because I want to, not
because I have to. I've beentrying to read Tht Things
They Ca rritd smce August.
I'm going to play Sega for hours upon hours. I m1ss
my favorite game, PGA fourGolfll Moreover, it's the
only way to golf in the middle of Winter in Cleveland and

it's rhe only way I'll top anyone on the hnks.
I'm going to watch all those movies I've wanted to see
over the past three months but haven't had the time ro
watch. Bill Murray's got a new one and Ransom is
supposed to be jus1awesome.
I'm going to wat ch college basketball and see just
how good my Tar heels will be this year and whar Dickie
V.'s new catch phrase is this season.
I'm going to listen to the new Alan Jackson CD
"E veryt hmg I Love· and learn all
the words to every song. Then I'll
aciUally listen to all the music I
enjoy instead of just hearing it
while I do homework.
I'm going to eat mom's homecooking. Sorry, Marriott, but you
am't gor noth.in' on mom.
I'm going to drive a car which I
haven't done too much of since
school started in September. A
nice long cruise might be in order.
I'm going to spend some time
with my parents. Sure it's fun not to answer to anyone,
but once in a while I miss them.
I'm going to hang out with my brothers who I grew
up with and saw daily and now barely see. After all, I
need sacrifi ces when playmg rhe Sega golf game and I
can't toss the football to myself or play one-on-one
basketball against myself.
I'm going ro see a few friends who I haven't seen in a
while. E-mail and phone calls are nice, but nothing beats
going out with an old buddy and shoo1ing pool whil e
discussing what's new and talking about 1he old days.
Yes, school has kept me busy the past three months.
But soon I'll have threeschooHessweeks. Nothing will
stop me from doing what I've put off doing. I know that I
won't think about school for three weeks. l'tl Sit back,
relax and enjoy myself. I hope every one of you will , too.
Happy Holidays to all!
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between the principles of equity and excel- because a lot of their colleagues would be tualopenad1mssions policy as a triumph of
lence that has haunted our schools for over thrown out of work.lt is clear that colleges "access" and start requiring admissions
Nationwide it is hard to find better a generation.
have no problem with students who stay committees to actually insi ton some caevidence of the generaldysf unction of pubIn California, where the future always longer(and spend more} Today most state pacity to do college-level work
lic education than the swelling numbers of seems to arrive first, a combination of ex- universitygraduate takefiveormoreyears
Finally there IS realization that high
college students in need of remediation.
ploding population, financial stress and tax- to complete what used to be called a "fo ur- school exit eKams and college ent ranee cripayer unrest has led the state to consider year degree." Embarrassingly, drumming teria are the two complementary sides of
eliminating all college-level remedial pro- upsufficient paying customers has become the coin of standards. ontinuing the sysgrams. Somewhat plausibly, Gov. Pete Wil- top priority for all but the oversubscribed tern off ree passes does no one any favor; it
son has asked: "If students can't do college- elite.
only debases that coinage. Sirntlarly there
In Maryland the recent revelation that level work, why are they in college?"
The truth is both K-12 and higher edu- is recognition that unless K-12 and htgher
46 percent of 1994 high school graduates
In Maryland similar questions are being cation share blame for the pervasive de- education folks both put their shoulders to
who-mtered our public colleges and un i- asked, but because the political and finan- cline of standards and accountabili y.Simi- the wheel in thlsadmittedlyllerculc:an task,
versities needed remediation was rightty cia! pressures are not yet asgreat,thedebate larly to reverse thisdechne, fin •er pointing then the rescue of Amencancduca\lon w\1\
callet:l-'"scandalous· by-State Boar<! of "Ettti=--,nrrcoMll!g"lmmtl!enmim~mn!:...;.---,.mi'mll'R'1'1B~wnl!r!ft,~r,,~m8mP.-,!n~•
cation President Christopher Cross.
Here the folks in higher education seem laborative reform must begin.
High school students know that anyThink That's bad? Try Florida's 60 per- content to continue their remedial proIn Maryland some hopeful beginnings body can get a diploma and anybody wilh
cent.
grams, but they'd rather have someone else to that cooperative effort are being made. money can get into college. No wonder our
For these purposes, the usual definition payforthem.Sorne have suggested that pub- A reformist State Board of Education is sermons on the virtues of perseverance fall
of remedial is"notfunctioningat an eighth- lie school disuicts should pay, since they're driving toward truly rigorous high school on deaf ears. However, as Albert Shanker
grade level." Thus it is entirely fair for the the ones who failed to educate the kids in assessments, which will require students says, "Don't blame kids for seeing the world
average citizen to ask: "How did these kids the first place. This argument is more than a to demonstrate fundamental know ledge as it is. Blame adults for letting it happen."
ever get out of high school, let alone into little disingenuous and sounds rather like and ability before being allowed to gradu- Better still, let's do something about it. All
college?" Or from a taxpayer's perspective: high schools blaming all their problems on ate. No more diplomas for "time served and our experience tells us that children will
"How long do we have to keep paying for a the failure of elementary schools.
good behavior." Simultaneously the state respond to higher expectations whenever
Naturally California-type solutions are Higher Education Commission is recog- adults have the wisdom to set them and the
job that never seems togetdone?" In fashion,
these questions illuminatetheissuesof stan- somewhat distasteful to higher educators nizing that it must stop disguising a vir- courage to stand by them.
dards and accountability that are at the
heart of 1he battle to reform American education. They also show the tragic conflict
©The Washington Post
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SU defends agenda
Jam writing this letter in response to last
weeks editorial. I would first like to thank
the Carroll News for their criticism, the
Student Union is always looking for suggestions on which to improve ourselves. But l
would like lO respond to your misrepresentation of a comment I made in my speech.
While it is true I stated that, "I would consider this year a success if we accomplished
nothing else than the passage and implementation of SABB and the House of Representatives. I also said a great deal more and
this was not mentioned in your article.
Therefore I believe your criticisms to be unwarranted because my comments were
taken our of context.
lam very proud of theeffonsand dedication made by the Student Union Senators
and the chartered organizations in passing
the House of Representatives. This implementation of the House of Representatives
marked this as a revolutionary year, not only
for 30% of the student body, but for the
entire student body as a whole. Giving more
students a voice and allowing students to
decide how they would like their money
dtstrtbuted can only have positive ramifications for the students of JCU.
In response to the notion that the Student Union had no goals and no accomplishments, I believe to be mislead mg. The

executive officers, senators, and various
committee members have devoted countless hours to plan Big Brother-Big Sister
weekend, feed 50 families during Thanksgiving, collect gifts for children and the
elderly for Christmas, plan Homecoming
and Christmas formal, pass the House of
Representatives, run the videos tore, bring
"Second City" and Brownie Mary to Carroll,
review charters, organize Project Gold and
keep the library open until 2am during
finals week; just to name a few. To say the
SU had no goals and no accomplishments
I believe is an unjustified statement.
The editorial also stated that as Student
Body President I did not have an agenda for
the rest of the year. Well! believe that the
rest of my State of the Union address was
not heard. This admmistrauon now looks
worganize that House of Representatives,
change the hours of the library, propose to
the administration a student activities fee,
organize a Breast Cancer Awareness week,
plant he Marriott Apprectation d inner,and
is currently working with the admtnistration and the c1ty of finding a solution to
the parking issue. Just as the Carroll News
demanded more from me. I demand more
from them. Warranted criticism is not
only good but imperative to the effective
run mng of a student government, but misleading and mcomplete JOUrnalism does
not help in these matters

I hope to have clarified the rn isrepresentation of my State of the Union Address, but
note astheCarrol\News pointed our, weare
here for you, to allow your voices to be heard.
So if there is an issue that concerns you,
please contact any of the executive offtcers.
Weare always willing to listen to your concerns and help implement your ideas. I
wish you all luck on you finals and Happy
Holidays.

Doralice Tavolario
Student Umon President

The Carroll New~ wekomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN,
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday, in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submi-tted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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HELP

Reliable babysitter needed
for spring semester in my
University Heights home.
2:00 - 5:00 Tuesday and
Thursday for 4 year old and
2 year old. Call321-7977 for
more information.

WANTED

Men I women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards
I electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train.
Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 ext.
C200 for more information.

rsI'T>:.T_Ei{s ::rt E ED ED
Responsible person wanted
to watch my 6 year old
daughter during the spring
semester for one or two
nights per week from 6 9:30pm. Live 1 mile from
campus. Call Jim at 291 3313 if interested.

leave message at 291-8458
or 932-9215.

M

I S C .

Single family house for rent.
New kitchen, bath, 1 year
carpet, dishwasher, washer
I dryer, 2 car garage, walking
distance to campus. Short I
long term lease. Call 5261723 for more information.

Spring break early special!
Book early and save $50!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
days $279! Includes all
meals and parties! Great
beaches and nightlife!
Leaves Sun. ?am from Ft.
Lauderdale and returns Fri.
8pm! Contact us at
www .springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386 for
more information.

2 bedroom apartment for
rent. Appliances, carpet, and
garage. Can be partially
furnished . Located 2 miles
north of JCU on South
Belvoir Blvd. at Mayfield
Road. No pets I no smoking.
Great for seniors, graduate
students, or faculty. Only
$650 per month. Please

Cancun and Jamaica 7 nights
air/hotel from $399! Panama
City! Boardwalk Resort!
$129! Best location next to
bars! Daytona Beach - best
location $139! Cocoa Beach
Hilton $169! Book early and
save $50! Contact us at
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386 for

FOR

Part-time jobs: work for
yourself over break, make
your own hours. Call Rich
for an interview at 556-4005
(please leave a message).
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RENT
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tD uollt:
TM Carroll - ·
20700 North Pork lloulevord
U.Mrolty Helelrta, Olllo 44U8

more information. Don't miss
this opportuntiy!

PERSONALS

Bno1 tD b CN lit:
C&noi!News@jcvua.)w.ecka

All my love, SAC
Jules, have a jazzy Christmas
OJ! - M.

Hey Andrea - your doggie's To all my friends, have a
mine ... I'll neverforgetthat wonderful break and recover
cold water thing! Watch out fromthislongsemester. Luv,
for my revenge. - MB
Maria.
MEW- you truly are the best!

Anne D. is a rock star.
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BUTCH AND

DOUG IE
by
Alex
Howell

~
•1•m sony, Mr. Provolone,
but we'll need more than
·'Business Is business' for
the Une 5 entry.•
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by
Jeff
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by
Mali<
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"Take my advice. Leave It
on the street with the keys
In tt.•

